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lnlroductlon

The Baltic Republics which obtained their political independence
after World War I lost it again at lhe beginning ol World War ll as a
result of aggression by the Soviet Union. The road lo this aggression
was prepared and cleared by the criminal agreements belween
Moscow and Berlin which were reached in August and September
1939. The agreements provided for the "sell-out" of the Baltic
Republics, 'giving" them to the USSR, which immediately began to
implement its aggressive purposes. Finland did not submit to this

rience
It had
ln the
and t

three republics, providing as it did for the entry of the Soviet armed
lorces into their territories. Moscow concluded its program ol aggres-
sion in the Baltics in the surnmer of 1940, occupying and then annex-
ing into the Soviet Union the three nations of Latvia, Estonia and
Lithuania. This was a tragic lurning point in the lives and historical
fates of the Baltic peoples. They were forcibly yanked out of European
civilization and subjected to lerror, repressions, deportations, geno-
cide, the presence of occupying forces, lhe massive pressure of Soviet
colonialism, russification, the socialist experiment, a denigration of
their national dignity, and inhuman conditions of existence.

The international crisis which lormed in Europe as a result ol the
plot between Germany and the USSR also ruled out the ability of the
Baltic Republics to maintain their independence. ln fact, the only
thing the Baltic Bepublics could still do was to decide the form of
execution which would be used in killing them. The Baltic Republics
proved unable to honorably delend their independence, and they
could not hope for any assistance from abroad. Even more, faced
with ultimatums from Moscow, each of the three Baltic Republics
took its own individual, isolated stand. Nothing much was left of the
Ballic Entente which had been formed in September 1934. This was
surprising to many conlemporaries of the Balts, and it made it easier
lor Moscow to implement its program of aggression.

This brcichure attempts to analyze the circumstances under which
the Baltic Entente was formed, to demonstrate its 'internal weakness"
and to reveal those factors which barred it from becoming a military

union. Much attention is devoted to the Baltic policies of Europe's
major powers and to the differing loreign policy orientations ol Latvia,
Estonia and Lithuania which led to diflering positions on the matter of
which nation was the Balts' leading enemy. Among other lactors ol
signilicance in the disintegration ol the Baltic Entente, an important
role is played by a lack of a common economic foundation, the differ-
ing mentalities of the three Baltic peoples, and the exislence of anti-
democratic regimes and ambitious politicians in the three countries.



l" The Baltie States and lntennational See urity in Europe After
Wo,rld Wan I

Peace treaties signed after World War I determined a new inter-
national order in Europe. Hislorians usually term this the 'Versailles
system". The essence of this system differed significanily from the
regime of international relations which existed in the old conlinent
before 1914. ln place of the "European concert"l, which collapsed as
the major powers began to prepare for war, the League of Nations,
organized at the Paris peace conference, took its place as the filst uni-
versal and international organization in the history of the world. The
purpose of the League was to 'ensure the equal participation ol all
nations in adoption of decisions of an inlernational nalure"2 and lead to
an entirely new syslem of international relations. An important aspect
of this work was lo guarantee the security of all members ol the
League and to peacefully resolve all international conflicts. The
League of Nations pact provided for economic and military sanctions
against countries which violated internationai rights. One of the ideas
contained in the organization's statement of purpose was combatting
war by using war.

The establishrnent of the League of Nations was an attempt to
replace the principle whereby nations delended themselves against viola-
tions ol international rights (that is to say, aggression against trem) with a
system of 'collective security4. At he same time, a new constituent princi-
ple was proposed in the field ol international relations: lt was the control of
power (Machtkontrolle), which could serve as a resource to strengthen
international security. This idealistic principle could, however, be put into
practice only if certain pre-requisites were met:

1) All nations which belonged to the system of 'collective securi-
ty" had to accept the status quo delined in the Paris peace conierence;

2) All member states of the League of Nations had to defend this
status quo, regardless of which nations might become aggressors or
victims of aggression;

3) The concepts of "aggressor" and 'aggression" had to be clear-
ly defined in a way which would be acceptable and binding to all mem-
ber states of the League of Nations4.

These pre-requisiles could not be fully met, because member states
of the League tried to avoid any further limitations on their sovereignty,
and individual large countries rejected the organization as such. As a

result, the planned "revolution in foreiEn policy" never took place.
l"lnexpoetedly, the teague of Nations proved to be a lairly weak institu-
tion" The chief reason for this was a lack ol universal acceptability:
the tJnitcd States had refused to joins. The eslablishment of the princi-
ple of "collective seeurity' was further hampered by the lengthy
absence of Germanyo and the USSR? lrom the League's roster. Given
these eircumslances, England and France took lull conlrol of this
important instrument of internalional politics and could use it to their
own purposes. This they did lo a great extent. At the same time, how-
ever, neither London nor Paris was in any hurry to strengthen those
principles in the League of Nations statutes which would have facilitat-
ed any lessening of the British and French role in international policy
making.

These weaknesses in the League of Nations were particularly felt
in the area of disarmament, which the League was supposed to pro-
mote as a way ol increasing international security. For several rea-
sons, lhese hopes suffered utter defeat. The vatious countries proved
to have ditfering opinions as to the schedule and purpose of disarma-
menf . By no means were all nations convinced of the moral necessity
of disarmament. They were not prepared to lollow the League in
declaring general disarmament as a definite and necessary goal. The
impossibility of successlul disarmament was further determined by the
"transition period' which took hold of the world after the October
Revolution in Russia, the fall of the monarchy in Germany, the col-
lapse of the Austro-Hungarian Empire and the rise ol the United States
and Japan. European hegemony in the world only seemed to have
been untouched.

The League of Nations further proved unable to resolve numerous
other tasks. One example was its inability to regulate international
conflicts to any satisfactory degree. The League did not fulfill expecta-
tions either in the area ol becoming an institution ol highest appeal,
nor in the area of becoming a guarantor ol peace. lt tailed to lessen
the role of sheer power in international relations. The idea promoted
by U.S. President Woodrow Wilson - that traditional policies ol
strength be replaced by a qualitatively new level of pan-nalional coop
eration in the establishment of peace - remained only an idea.
Between the wars the element which truly guaranteed international
security in inter-war Europe, at least for a time, was the dynamic and
shifting balance of powers among the major countries.



The lailure of the League of Nations to carry out the tasks which it
had been assigned was one of the symptoms of post-war weakness in

the area of maintenance of peacee. Another serious lailure of the
Versailles system was the strict and lengthy enlorcemenl ol the divi-
sion between the victors and lhe vanquished in World War l. This
hampered any stable agreement among the European peoples and
did nolhing to create a necessary atmosphere of mutual trust. The
nations which were deleated in World War I siinply lelt that they were
being discriminated against. Even lhe gradual restoralion of formal
equality among nations in various areas ol international relations
brought no fundamental change to this situation.

Another lactor which pailially eliminated any possibility ol estab-
lishing lasting peace atter World War I was the peculiarity of some
aspects of the "construclion" of the Versailles syslem. The agree-
ments reached at the Paris peace conlerence to some extent were
based on the national principlero , which theoretically was lavorable to
the nations in the Gelman bloc". The problem was that the main
'architects" of post-war peace systematically failed to implement this
principle, violating it instead, especially where Germany and Hungary
were concerned". For example, they did not allow Germany to rein-
corporate the predominantly German-populated areas which had
belonged to the Austro-Hungarian Empire before 1918r3.

This position by the leadership of the Entente nations was under-
standable, because otherwise Germany would have become a leading
major power in Europe as early as 1919. On lhe other hand, however,
the lailure to systematically apply the national principle proved fateful,
because it heightened the dynamism of the Germans and left a decid-
edly negative impact on the lurther development ol international tela-
tions. ln Germany , where this lact was viewed as a significant injus-
tice, the demands of the Nazis lor a "gteater Germany'in which 'every
last German" would reside received virtually universal acclaim. The
Western powers found it diflicult to oppose these Nazi demands,
because doing so would have meant openly denouncing the very prin-
ciples which they themselves had propagated and defended.

Thus, given that Germany and Russia were insufliciently integrat-
ed into the system ol international relations and, lor various reasons,
implacably opposed to the Versailles peace structure, many European
nations devoted particular attention to lhe strengthening ol their own
security. The most active nation in this area was France, which had
the strongest army in Europe at the time. France was not satislied

with the general security guarantees which were contained in the
League ol Nations Pact and instead tried to strengthen its own security
by establishing bilateral military and political unions. The lirst such
agreement was signed with Poland in 1921 and was lollowed by simF
far pacts with Czechoslovakia (1924) and Yugostavia (1927). A triend-
ship agreement was reached with Romania in 1926. The basis for all
these agreements was effoils by the countries which were involved to
maintain the stalus quo on the continentr{. lndividual historians have
posited that these bilateral alliances achieved quite the opposite -they destabilized the situation and lessened European securityrs.

The French policy ol establishing unions with nations in Eastern and
Central Europe was intended primarily as a shield against Germanyis,
whose resuscitation France did not wish to permitrT. At the same time,
however, French security policy did not provide for any significant role for
Poland, Czechoslovakia or Romania. France felt that the best guarantee
of its security was union with England and tre USAi'. During the Paris
peace conlerence France had managed lo draw out a promise lrom the
Brits and the Americans that they would give France military aid in case
of German aggression. Nohing came of the promise, however, because
the U.S. Senate refused to ratify itre.

France's security interests were met by the so-called Geneva
Protocol (the "major peace charter"), approved in the League of
Nations in October ol 1924. At the base of this document was the
well-known French policy of arbitrage, security and disarmament. ln
other words, the protocol provided for a peacelul regulation ol interna-
tional conflicts, binding sanctions against aggressors, and limitations
on armamenfo. Under these principles, which were aimed at mainte.
nance of the status quo as established in the Paris peace agreements,
France would be able to count on British assistance in any conflict
between Germany on the one side and France or any ol its Central
and Eastern European allies on the other, The Geneva Protocol was
never ratified, however, so France had to seek other options for involv-
ing Britain in the stabilization of French security.

The Locarno Agreements signed in October 1925 became an
important element in French security. The most important ol these
was the Rhine Pact, or the Western Guarantee Pact, which provided
lor the mainlenance of a demilitarized zone around the Rhine (as pro-
vided in the Versailles peace treaty), and fixed promises from
Germany, France and Belgium that they would not use lorce to
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ehange exisling borders. Englantl and ltaly underto ntees of

the inviolabilitv of these borders" Accordingly, the borders

with France and Belgiunn which were fixed in lhe Versailles peaee

treaty, were now formally recognized. None of the agreements
reached at Locarno, however, guaranteed Germany's Eastern border"

The Locarno agreements were a lirst step in France's distancing

from its allies in Eastern Europe. The importance of the bilateral

unions declined noticeably on the list of French loreign policy priorities.

The French military strategy underwent a gradual but irreversible
in the late 1920s' France
fense ol its own territorY, an

effective aid to its allies in
of bilateral agreements did

Republics. France, however, belonged to the leading delenders ol the

status quo in Europe" For this teason, the 'French factor", like the

"British factor", had an unquestionable role in the ensuring of Estonian,

Latvian and Lithuanian security. True, the influence of this role was

frequently doubtful, and the true security of the Baltic Republias was

often determined bY other factors.
The Baltic Fepublics, as is known, belonged to the new national-

se appearance was closel
in World War l, but also
One of the earliest and

Pendence of the three nat

ol peace treaties with Russia. on 2 F 20,

Lithuania on 12 July ol the same a - on ln

this way the Baltic Republics res e most ob-

lems in their own region, basical Entente up-

poiling the idea of Russia's indivisibili$. As a result one serious barri-

er *ai removed lrom the Baltic path toward diplomatic activity and
general legal recognition by other governments'

The attitude ol Western nations began to change after the Baltic

Republics signed their peace treaties with Russia, and especially after

the defeat ol Vrangel's army in November of 1920, which put an end to

for th Russia in its earlier bordets'
t anY ing recognition ol the Baltic

thete anY PossibililY of using the

as "a non-existent Russian altar in

order to gain Russian support lor the West's competition with the

Gerrnans," as the Latvian lrislorian Edgars Andersons has vividly put
it2'Z. J he Supreme Council ol the Entente extended de jure recognition
of Latvia and Estonia on 26 January 1921n. America did the same
(and also included Lithuania) on 27 July 1922. Finally, on 20 Decem-
ber of the same year, the governments in France and Britain
announced their readiness to extend full recognition to Lithuania, as
well'4. The delay in Lithuania's case was engendered by unsettled
relations between Lithuania and Poland.

ln September 1921 the Baltic Republics were accepted into the
League of Nations, whose statutes provided for joint guarantees of
the political independence and territorial inviolability of every mem-
ber country. ln essence, this meant a stabilization of Latvian,
Lithuanian and Estonian security in the international arena and an
inclusion of the three republics in the post-war syslem of sovereign
European states.

By achieving diplomatic recognition the Baltic Republics lulfilled
their firsl major goal - that of becoming full-fledged subjects of inler-
national justice. The diplomacy of Latvia, Lithuania and Estonia now
had broad opportunities to join in the common effort to strengthen
peace by supporting the League of Nations and its role of arbitrator in
matters of international dispute. Latvia and Estonia basically tried to
ulilize these opportunities, but Lithuanian foreign policy beginning in
the early 1920s was most complicated, and oriented precisely toward
the engendering of international conflicts. Unlike the other two Baltic
Bepublics, Lithuania provided some very destructive elements in the
area ol international relations afier World War l.

Given the situation in which the new Baltic Republics found
lhemselves, it became unquestionably necessary for the three states
to begin broad cooperation in political, economic and military affairs,
in order that the three might join lorces in protecting their indepen-
dence, especially against possible yearnings by Soviet Russia which
might take on an aggressive lorm. During the battle for indepen-
dence (1918-1920), there had been sporadic and unplanned cooper-
ation between the Latvian and Estonian military, as well as between
Latvian and Lithuanian forces, but there was never any trilateral mili-
tary union. Only Latvia and Estonia managed to agree on a defense
union and sign the appropriate agreement on 1 November 1923. But
even this Latvian and Estonian 'military alliance was never quite
brought to lile'5.
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ln the lirst half ol the 1920s, eflorts were underlaken to establish a

'small Battic union" (Latvia, Lithuania and Estonia) or else a "large Baltic

Union'(the three plus Finland and Poland), but international relations in

the area were inlluenced by factors which negated any attempt to
achieve close cooperation in the Baltic region. The largest of these fac-

lors.was the conflict which arose between Poland and Lithuania when,

in October 1920, the Poles occupied Vilniusfr' For reasons ol not want-

ing the other side to be strengthened, Poland opposed the establish-

ment of the 'small' union, while Lithuania opposed formation ol the
"large" union. Moreover, neither country believed that the planned Baltic

Union would provide any guarantee of collective safety' Both Poland

and Lithuania felt that the union should become a resource to support

their divergent positions on the Vilnius question. ln this manner, the

Polish-Lithuanian dispute acted as a bitter magic circle to paralyze the

defense system of all
Having hopes ol ol over the territories ol

the three Baltic Repu Soviet Russia also tried

policies.
Germany's negative attitude toward the planned Baltic Union had

much to do with the German loreign policy strategy and its associated

tactics^ Berlin was interested in seeing to it that when Germany
regained her strength, there would still be possibilities lo reorganize

the Baltic regiona. German loreign policy leaders clearly undetstood
that any formation of a bloco which involved some ol the more far-

flung countries of Europe, was dominaled by Poland, and was subjOct

to British or French influence, would mean a signilicant strengthening

of the status quo in Eastern Europe.
Soviet Russia promoted intensely destructive policies in Eastern

Europe in the early and mid 1920s' A very pointed characterization of

these policies is contained in a German Foreign Ministry repon written

on 26 November 1930. ln the eyes ol Germany's Auswaertiges Amt
(Foreign Ministry), Moseow was lrying to hamper the lormation of a
Baltic bloc with Poland at its head, stoke the flames ol the Polish-

Lithuanian conflict over Vilnius, weaken contacts between the small

Eastern European nations and the major powers of Western Europe
and the League of Nalions, and strengthen its own impact in the bor-
der countries and Finland by reaching separate agreements with each
of them'0. lt would be no exaggeration to say that Lithuania gave
notable support to Russian etforts in these efforts, because Lithuania
considered Poland to be her worst enemy and Soviet Russia and
Germany to be her allies. From a security perspective, Kaunas'funda-
mental foreign policy principle - 'the enemy of our enemy is our
friend'- was dangerous to the Baltic Republics.

ln 1926, Lithuania was the only nation in Central and Eastern
Europe'r to accept a Soviet otfer ol a mutual non-aggression agree-
menf', thus lirmly entering the orbit of Soviet politics. Moscow was
hoping to use such non-aggression agreements as a way ol isolating
and neutralizing the nations of Eastern Europe, tearing them away
from the 'collective secu;ity' system set up by the League ol Nations.
Under no circumstances did the offer of non-aggression agreements
signal any acceptance by the USSR of Baltic independence or its own
statements concerning no territorial claims against Poland and
Romania. The terms of the Soviet non-aggression agreements were
always briel - from three to live yearsrl.

The situation in Eastern Europe was stabilized by the Moscow
Protocol which was signed on 9 February 1929 by the USSR, Poland,
Latvia, Estonia and Bomania. Lithuania signed on somewhat later.
The protocol mandated that the terms of the Briand-Kellogg Pact -the rejection ol war as a legulator of international conflicts - would
take effect ahead ol time in relations among lhe signatory nationsla.
There can be no doubt that to some extent Baltic interests in terms ol
strengthening their independence against a shifting international back-
drop were also served by non-aggression agreemenis signed by the.
USSR in 1932 with Poland, Latvia, Estonia and Finland. ln the context
of a 1933 agreement signed by eight nations (Soviet Union, Poland,
Latvia, Estonia and others) in London, which provided a delinition for
the term 'aggression'*, the.non-aggression pacts provided some con-
tour to the established security system. On the other hand, the non-
aggression agreements also provided a signal of Moscow's hostile and
threatening interest in the Baltic region. On 23 April 1934, less than
three weeks after lhe signing of a protocol which extended the terrns
of the Soviet non-aggression pacts with the Baltic Republics through
31 December 1944, the Soviet ambassador to RIga, S. Brodovskij,
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was forced, in a conversation with Latvian Foreign Ministry General
Secretary M. Valters, lo admit that "the USSR cannot eliminale war as

a resource lor settling conllicts with the Baltic Republicsfr.
Despite the various elements ol security guarantees which were

put in place (through the League of Nations and the Briand-Kellogg

Pact), Latvian, Lithuanian and Estonian diplomats gained no shining

successes in their attempts to strengthen their nations'independence
in the 1920s and early 1930s. They failed to reach agreement on a
multilateral union, and they also lailed to obtain any security guaran-

tees from the major powers" Baltic independence never gained the

necessary reinsurance, and during this period its guarantor, more than

anything else, was the relative balance ol power between the three
major powers of the Baltic region - Germany, Poland and the USSR.

This balance was nol, however, permanent"
It would not be entirely correct to assert that the loreign policy

leadership ol the Baltic Republics did not demonstrate sutficient activi-
ty in searching for and promoting possibilities to strengthen regional

security. There was no shortage ol excellent ideas, suggestions and

initiatives, many of which were promoted in connection with the
Locarno conference. The attention ol diplomats from the Baltic
Republics and other small nations was particularly riveted by the spe-

cial principles of German-French and German-Belgian border inviola-

bility which were suggested and approved at Locarno. These princi-

ples helped to lacilitate other projects which proposed application of

the same principles in Eastern and Northern Europe. ln November

1925,1or example, the general secretary of the Latvian Foreign
Ministry, t1. Albats, suggested the establishment of an "'Eastern

Locarno" with Germany and Soviet Union joining together lo guarantee

" the Baltic Republics'" Another project, however, won greater inlerna-
tional response lhan the one promoted by H. Albats. lt was the idea of

a "Baltic Locarno", promoted by the welFknown Latvian social democ-

ratic leader F. Ciel6ns, foreign minister of the Republic ol Latvia from

December 1926 until January 1928. lmplementation of the plan was

widely discussed by its author in September 1927 in meetings with the

German, French and British loreign ministers (G. Stresemann, A.

Briand, and A. Chamberlain, respectively)". F" Ciel€ns requested that

Gleat Britain, Gelmany, France and the Soviet Union reach an agree-

ment which would guaranlee tfre neutrality and self-determination of

Latvia, Estonia, Finland and Lithuania" Recalling the reaction foreign

rninisters from the major powers gave to this .Baltic Locarno' plan, F.
Cielens wrole in 1934" "First lspoke with Aristide Briand" He funda-
rnentally agreed with the suggestion but said that poland should cer-
tainly be added in the agreement, as a guarantor il not as a recipient
ol guarantees

"Then I spoke with Austin Chamberlain. I received a refusal lrom
hirn. He said British loreign policy traditions provided that England
ulrdertook only such engagements as it could certainly expect to fulfill.
lf in signing the Locarno Agreement Britain had refused to guarantee
lhe Western border of Poland, it had done so not only because
Germany had opposed voluntary recognilion ol this border, but also
because it felt that it could undertake no concrete obligations in the
loreseeable future in areas beyond the Rhine.

'l did not receive a rejection from Stresemann, but he said that
without further consullations with Berlin, he could promise nothing.
Personally he thought that if other major powers - apparently he
rneant Russia - agreed, then German support eould be obtained as
well.

'There was no concrele response from the Flussians - neither
yes nor no. They demonstrated no interest in the project" Their atti-
tlrde toward the proposal was rejection by delay"3r.

Along with various Eastern Locarno projects which never came to
lruition because of their rejectiorr by the major powers, a polish plan to
eslablish a neutral bloc of nations lrom the Baltic to the Black Sea (a
plan which was vague and insufficiently specific) also remained on the
drawing board. On the lace of it, lhe proposal was nalural and
rrrescapable, given that it would have crealed a polish-dontinated
urrion of all the nations in the region. That would have been a way to
lill the Eastern and Central European power vacuum which was creal-
ed by lhe collapse of the Auslro-Hungarian Empire after World War l,
rrrrd by the weakened state ol Russia and Germany. New countries in
lhe region (including Latvia, Lithuania and Estonia) would receive cer-
tain protection against the aggression of the major powers.

On the other hand, in the 1920s and early 1900s, Warsaw had no
realistic opportunity to implement its ideas. They were made impossi-
ble first of all by Poland's economic and military weakness. poland
had difficulties in extending even rninimal assistance of any type to ils
srrraller rreighboring eountries. Economically poland itself was largely
rlopendent on lrade ties with German/0. Accordingly, poland could
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not be the one nation which cemented together the entire bloc'
Poland could do nothing more than promote ambitious ideaso'.

Other factors served lo hamper Poland's hopes, as well' There

was no common perception among the nations ol Easteln and Central

Europe as to who should be considered the major enemy' Relations

among the counlries were also worsened by various conflicts in their

midst, and there was never any real convergence ol interests among

lhe countries. One grouP of nati
Romania, et a/.) prornoted strict
others (Hungary and others) mai
altered. Poland, what with its
power, as well as its border problems, ended up in the uncomlortable

situation ol landing somewhere between being a delender of the sta-

tus quo and being a potential revisionist nationa2'

1 European Concert: After the 1815 Congress of Vienna, which

reestablished the balance ol powers, the five leading major powers

(England, Austria, Prussia, Russia and France), which used coordinat-

ed etforts to settle matters of war and peace. Because this concert

could only go as far as was permitted by the most reserved of its
members, its ability lo avert conllicts of interest proved minimal.

2 Bracher, K.D. Die Krise Europas: 1917. Berlin: Ullstein (1993)' p' 31'

3 Kindermann, K.G. (Hrsg.). Grundelemente der Weltpolitik'
Muenchen: Piper (1986), P. 31 1 .

4 See Woyke, W. (Hrsg.) Handwoerterbuch. lnternationale Politik'

tors did not believe in the idea ol the League of Nations.

6 Germany was accepted into the League of Nations in 1926 and

withdrew from it in 1933.
7 The Soviet Union became a member ol the League of Nations in

September 1934. ln December 1939 it became the only nation in the

hisiory ol the League to be expelled because of its aggression against

Finland.

I During the Paris peace conlerence, the major powers ol the
Entente were able to agree on disarmament procedures which should
be taken by the German bloc of nations. ln other areas, European
cooperation on disarmament mat ers was less than specific. The
Disarmament conference which began its work in February 1932 was
a complete failure.
9 Bracher, op. cit., p. 31.
10 See Seskis, J" LaNiias valsts izcel6ands pasaules kara notikumu
norisE. Riga (1991), pp. 179-187.
11 The national principle required recognition of the sovereignty of
large qnd small nationalities, along with their right to self-determination
and their right to draw boundaries, where possible, along the lines ol
ethnic divisions.
12 This created certain circumstances which led to the crisis or even
collapse ol the Versailles system. lndividual historians have a point in

believing that the peace treaty with Germany (and other peace
treaties) contained 'an element of self-destruction". See Haffner, S.
lm Schatten der Geschichte. Muenchen: Deutscher Taschenbuch
Verlag (1988), p. 105.
13 ln December 1918 the National Conlerence in Vienna proclaimed
Auslria to be a republic within the boundaries ol Germany. The peace
lroaties of Versailles and St. Germaine lorbade Austria's joining
Germany without the approval ol the League of Nalions. This ban was
in bald contradiction to the principle of national self-determination. As
lar as the largely German populated Sudetenland region of
Czechoslovakia was concerned, the Entente nations blocked a refer-
endum on joining Germany in 1919.
14 Oberlaender, E. 'Ostmitteleuropa zwischen den Kriegen". Hitler-
Stalin Pact 1939. Das Ende Ostmitteleuropas?. Franklurt a. Main:
Fischer Taschenbuch Verlag (1989) , p. 23.
15 Rothstein, Fl.L. Alliances and Small Powers. London (1968), p. 223.
16 Hovi, K. "Polish-Finnish Cooperation in Borderstate Policy 1919-
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ll. on the way to a Baltic Entente

The rise to power of the Nazis in Germany in January 1933 left
a deep impression on lhe development of international relations in

Europe. A period of 'reevaluating values" and political reorienlation
began. The foreign policy line of several nations changed signifi-
canlly, and unexpecled possibilities of political combinations were
discovered. On 28 February 1934, the general secretaly of the
Latvian Foreign Ministry, V. Munters, sent an instructive letler to

Lalvian ambassadors abroad. ln it he characterized the changes in

Eastern Europe which had occurred over the previous year by the
"new Ger.many" lactor and emphasized three points: Soviet psycho-

logical and loreign policy distancing from Germany, Poland's new

course, and attempts by the three Baltic countries to establish clos-

er relationsr.
As Jar as the Baltic Republics were concerned, the 'political

changes in Germany' initially engendered ditfering evaluations and

reactions. Latvia and Estonia were disturbed by Germany's openly

declared expansionistic intentions in Easteln Europe, and in the spring

of 1933, both nations renewed their call lor a Baltic union2' Lithuania

might have had the most to lear from German aggression, given the
matter ol Memel (Klaip6da)', but it "viewed the new Germany with the
greatest of peace'. Officially, Kaunas did not want to alter its loreign
policy coursd. I was still hoping lor support lrom the USSR and

Germany in its conllict with Poland. ln April 1933, Lithuanian
President A. Smetona announced that a Baltic union would not corre-

spond to Lithuanian interests, because it would be subject to the influ-

ence of Polands.
Given this situation, Latvia and Estonia could not hope for any

quick accomplishments in the lormation of a Baltic union. ln Latvian
Foreign Ministry council rneetings which took place'in April 1933 under

the leadership of Foreign Minister V. Salnais, very pessimistic conclu-

sions were drawn'. All participants in these meetings lelt that there
could be no close political cooperation with Lithuania. They believed

that the majot obstacle to such relalions was Lithuania's exceedingly

complicated foreign policy, the leading aim of which was the recovery

ol Vilnius. They lelt that in order to reach this aim, Lithuania was trying

to foster exactly that which Latvia was mosl eager to avoid - a con-

llict between Poland and Germany or Poland and Soviet Union'.

Even though the Foreign Ministry leadership at that time was con-
vinced that Lithuanian 'goals and efforts' could not be harmonized
wilh Latvian and Estonian interests and, given this reality, declared
Eslonia to be Latvia's only true 'object of [political] cooperation"T, the
oflort to win over Lithuania was not interrupted. lt was continued on a
dlplomatic, as well as on a national level. ln the spring of 1933, a
number of articles appeared in the Latvian press touting a Baltic union
ne the most ellective counterlorce against the unlavorable lactors
which were threatening Latvia, Estonia and Lithuania in the wake of
lhe Nazi rise lo power in Germany and subsequent changes in the
European international situation.

A similar scene was unlolding in Estonia. Using a statement first
proposed by the German diplomat O. Reinebeck in a report to Berlin
on 3 March 1933, the Estonian press demanded that Estonia's politi-
clans 'immediately begin to implement the idea of a Baltic bloc"'.
Succumbing to this pressure, the Estonian government and the loreign
policy commission of the Parliament (Riigikogu) discussed the matter
nnd declared that a Baltic union was necessary'. At the same time,
however, the Estonian politicians did not make their decision particu-
lnrly forceful. On 3 May 1933, the Estonian foreign minister, A. Rei,
lold Latvia's ambassador to Estonia, K. Zari46, that the Estonians had
rolected the idea of foisting their recommendations on Lithuania,
whose attitude toward a trilateral union was openly hostile'o.

The foreign ministers of Latvia and Estonia met on 27 May 1933.
lloth ministers approved a resolution on the matter of Baltic unity:
'lhe loreign ministers of Latvia and Estonia believe it to be an urgent
necossity to make every efforl to involve Lithuania in closer coopera-
llon with both nations,...'ri.

Latvia played the active role and offered some signilicant initia-
llvos in the effort lo form a Baltic Entente. Beginning in the summer of
l03il, lhe question of forming closer relations with Lithuania was con-
atantly an important agenda item for the Latvian government. Judging
Itom entries in V. Munters' diary, it became clear in mid-July that
Lllhuania, regardless of changes in the international scene, was not
prepared to aller its loreign policy course and was not even willing to
atlond a joint conference of Baltic foreign ministers'2. Nevertheless,
Lotvlan Prime Minister A. Blodnieks, who actively followed events in
lhla area, was persistent, and in an eatly August discussion with the
Lllhuanian ambassador in Latvia, J. Urb5ys, he suggested that Latvia
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and Lithuania should establish conlederate relations ol the nature
Latvia already had with Estoniar3. Blodnieks meant nothing more than
lurther development of bilateral relations between Latvia and
Lithuania. Notes from a discussion V. Munters had with J. UrGys on
8 August indicate that in developing bilateral relations with Lithuania,
Latvia fully wanted to avoid getting entangled in the Vilnius matter'4.
V. Munters proposed that the process of bringing the two nations more
closely t .gether might begin with a broadening of economic contacts.
J. UrbSys agreed to this proposal and wenl to Kaunas to inform the
Lithuanian foreign policy leadership about the Latvian proposal.

At a meeting of the Latvian and Estonian foreign ministers in
Tallinn on 14 August 1933, V. Munters inlormed the Estonian foreign
policy leadership about Latvia's position on the Baltic union issue and
inlormed the Estonians about recenl activities undertaken in this
respect. He emphasized that'Latvia would accept and favor any act"
which would help involve Lithuania in 'a common Baltic political
sphere," as long as such activity did not touch on the Vilnius matter".
ln V. Munters' words, such an act might be ol no more than a decia
tive nature, but it would still have great international significance,
because it would mean a change in the Lithuanian loreign policy
course despite opposition lrom German and the USSR'u.

The Estonian foreign minister, A. Piip, agreed with the Latvian
viewpoint in principle, but suggested that Poland's position should be
laken into account in fornring a Baltic Union, and nothing should be
done which would disturb the Poles. Latvia's representatives objected
to this phrasing of the question. They believed that Latvia and Estonia
must act independently, without asking lor Poland's permission. They
were convinced that Warsaw would not try to disrupt the unification of
the Baltic Republics, because any union would bring Lithuania larther
lrom Germany, and that would be in Poland's interestsrT.

Both delegations, however, lelt that activities involving Lithuania
should be carefully thought out. They agreed that for the time being
activities should be limited to "feeling out opportunities". Latvia was
assigned the task of doing so. ln other words, Latvia was entrusted
with an honorable mission - to lay the gtoundwork in Lithuania lor an
agreement to establish a trilateral union'o.

The Latvian and Estonian strategy included the cited elfort by
V. Munters to expand economic ties with Lithuania. At first, this
proposal did not engender any delight within the Lithuanian

government. J. UrbSys' trip did not lead to the expected result. The
Lalvian Foreign Ministry council noted on 13 September 1933 that
J. Urb5ys on relurning from Kaunas'had lost all his illusions, and his
ncllvities had sunk beneath lhe waves'le .

Thanks to persistence on the part of the Latvian ambassador in
Kaunas, R. Liepil5, the Lithuanian foreign minister, D. Zaunius, in the
end unwillingly agreed to begin trade negotiationsn. But these negoti-
allons proceeded slowly, without the necessary interest on the part of
lhe Lithuanians. During the talks, Lithuania refused to consider a
rtumber ol questions proposed by Latvia, including the matter ol a cus-
lome union2'. The head ol the Latvian Foreign Ministry's Western
l)epartment, L. E(is, was so discouraged that on 13 October 1933 he
alated that the trade talks with Lithuania were "in chaos"'2. A bihteral
llade agreement was signed on 1 December, but it was not very signif-
lcant. Close cooperation between Latuia and Lithuania was not possi-
llle due to one absent element - there was no need for either side to
dovelop irreplaceable economic ties. lt is also possible that both sides
cllher could not, or did not want to make some of these ties irreplace-
ablo, because traditionally both Latvia and Lithuania had been consid-
cred agricultural nations which simply would not have anything to
lrrde with.

Early attempts by Latvia to draw closer to Lithuania met with
allong reservations. Kaunas ollered only minimal response to the
I nlvlnn overtures, and such responsiveness as there was came only
atlor coaxing and overcoming of resistance. This lact was unquestion-
ntrly dangerous. No union which is established with a greater or lesser
€lsmonl of lorce can hope to be stable. A clear understanding was nec-
cnsary that only unified action could expand and strengthen national
eecurity. But the politicians in Kaunas frequently lacked lhis under-
elnnding. Most of them were carried away by their fanatical anti-Polish
allllude and their dangerous game with the major powers. These fac-
lorc did not allow the Lithuanians lo take a clear-headed look at the sit-
unllon, From the perspective of Lithuanian interests, the reservations
ooncerning a Baltic union were quite understandable. The Lithuanians
understood very well that union with small and weak nations like Latvia
attd Estonia would not help resolve either of Lithuania's big problems
-. lhe question of Vilnius and the matter of Klaip6da (Memel).
Iherelore, as long as there was any possibility to gain benefit lrom a
compelition among the major powers, Kaunas attempted to maintain
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its foreign policy orientation loward Moscow and Berlin. By the end ol
1933, however, the pro-German course of Lithuanian policy was more
history than ongoing truth. German-Lithuanian relations were gov-
erned primarily by the question of the Klaip6da (Memel) region. lf in
the 1920s this region had been a matter of "joint concern" for the
Lithuanians and Germans2e,lhen in the early 1930s it had clearly
become a subject ol ongoing conflict between the Germans and
Lithuanians. Lithuania tried to limit the autonomy of the Klaip6da
region which had been declared in the Memel Convention and accom-
panying statutes'1. And Germany was sending ever clearer signals
lhat it was not willing to accept permanent loss of the territory.

Lithuania's unwillingness to forget its 'major friends'briefly smoth-
ered Latvian activities in the lormation of a Baltic union and strength-
ened suspicions of Lithuanian lack of laith among Latvian diplomats.
The Latvian ambassador to Estonia, R. Liepi45, expressed a strongly
negative attitude against the Lithuanian foreign policy course. On
21 December 1933 he sent to RIga a broad analysis of Lithuania's
relations with its neighbors. V. Munters stated lhat the analysis was
the best that had ever been written aboul Lithuania within the Foreign
MinistryA. R. Liepi4S' report was sent out to all of Latvia's ambas-
sadors as an example to be followeds.

R. Liepi4S' report characterized Lithuanian foreign policy as 'over-
ly hazardous." R. Liepi4S did not rule out the possibility that Kaunas
had undertaken specific obligations "as concerns Moscow and
BerlinuT. For this reason, he suggested that the Latvian foreign policy
leadership should demonstrate certain reticence in relations with
Lithuania. R. Liepi4ir felt that Kaunas would take an interest in a trilat-
eral union only if 'Estonia and Latvia agree to participate in its amed
defense should there be a battle with Germany over KlaipEda".
R. Liepiq6 concluded his analysis with a warning about the lack ol prin-
ciples in Lithuanian foreign policy: "Have we any guarantee that on
some line day Lithuania might not reach agreement with Germany at
some cost to us - exchanging Klaip6da, for example, lor Liepdja?z0

The first signs that Lilhuania might be willing to change its nega-
tive attitude toward a Ballic union began to appear at the beginning of
1934. The basis for this change in attitude was not, however, any fiee
will on the part of the Lilhuanians. Rather, lGunas was forced into lhe
change by external factors which made impossible any further pursuit
of an unchanging loreign policy course.

The most important of these factors was a declaration signed on
26 January by Germany and Poland in which both nations renounced
any use ol force2n. This diplomatic action threatened Lithuania with
complete loreign policy isolation. lt could no longer hope lor Getman
assistance in reclaiming the Vilnius region. Kaunas was placed belore
a lundamental choice. ln the eyes ol the Polish Foreign Ministry,
Lithuania could choose only one of two options: give in lo Germany or
else reach an agreement with Warsaw in order to gain Polish support
in the Lithuanian battle against Berlin3o.

Poland's settling ol relalions with Germany also notably irfilu-
enced the overall situation in the Baltic region. lt heightened a lack of
mutual trust in Warsaw's relations with PariS and lacilitated a lessening
ol French interest in keeping Eastern Europe as a 'butfer zone,"
because Poland was the only more or less signilicant power in the
region. The Lipski"-Neurathr2 agreement also tore down one of the
cornerstones ol Soviet foreign policy - the enmity between Germany
and Poland which emanated lrom the national borders set down in lhe
Versailles agreemenf'. The Gelman historian G" von Rauch has writ-
ten that lhe 26 January 1934 agreement (given that Moscow viewed
lensions between Germgny and Poland as an unalterable fact ol life)
shatlered the basic principles of Soviet foreign policy even more than
lhe Nazi rise to power in Germany had dones. Moscow had no alter-
native but to pursue a carelul new course of seeking new opportunities
in loreign policy. lt had to abandon its old, revisionist course which
was aimed squarely at the Versailles system. Now the USSR became
a lormal defender of the status quo and took an otficial sland in favor
of the policies of collective security. This reality-dictated change in
attitude did not, however, alter Moscow's political interests (facilitation
of global revolution through the use of war, acquisition ol new territo-
ries, etc.). Accordingly, the influence exerted by the USSR on devel-
opment of international lelations was never a stabilizing one.

The situation which was developing around he Baltic Republics also
meant small adjustments to he Latvian and Estonian loreign policy state-
gy. Renewed effods were made to establish closer relalions among all
hree nations, because activities by he USSR and Germany, as well as
heightened pressure in the entire region, made such cooperation ever
more vilal. Notwishing to become helpless pawns in mairr power politics,

Latvia and Estonia began to demonstrate a greatel willingness to
undertake new mulual obligations, even at he cost ol slighily diminishing
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individual political sovereignty. A particularly imporlant role in further
development of relations between the two countries was played by ongo-
ing broadening of the Latvian and Estonian union. ln addition to having
already signed some 50 different agreements, convenlions and
protocols$, Latvia and Estonia on t7 February 1934 not only extended ih
November 1923 union agreemenl, but also signed a new pact which pro-
vided lor regular meetings of the Latvian and Estonian foreign ministers lo
coordinate foreign policy. Both sides agreed to establish a permanent
council to coordinate legislation in Latvia and Estonia. The agreement fur-
ther provided for cooperation between the diplomatic representations of
both nations abroad and between the delegations of both counlries at
internatiopal conlerences" Lithuania, too, lound it possible to irin in the 17
February agreemenfl. This was an extremely signilicant step. A montl-t
later, in a letter to diplomats abroad, V. Munters characterized this as a
major accomplishment lor Latvia and a confirmation that Estonia had
laken a strong stand in favor of a Baltic unionr.

Minules of a meeting between the Latvian and Estonian foreign
ministers (from 16 to 18 February 1934) show that the two sides held
slightly dilferent views on the Lithuanian matter. For instance, the
Baltic department director of the Latvian Foreign Ministry, E. Vigrabs,
stated that Lithuania still had not 'paid any greater attention to closer
ties with Latvia and, apparently, other Baltic nations"s . Estonia's
deputy foreign minister, H. Laretei, however, took issue with the com-
ment, noting that Lithuania's official circles were beginning to pay
greater attention to tidying up relations with Latvia and Estonia. H.
Laretei felt it necessary to continue all efforts to maintain and support
friendly relalions with Lithuania, especially by strengthening coopera-
tion in the area of culture. ln the,political sphere, however, H. Laretei
suggested a different strategy: relrain from any excessive initiatives,
display a certain reservation in order that the Lithuanians themselves
might take the critical stepss. Latvian Foreign Mipister V. Salnais fully
agreed with this suggestionoo. General secretary V. Munters in his
diary he made a terse but meaningful nolation: "Political reservalions
toward Lithuania. Good results. The Lithuanians are making
advances"t.

The first serious 'advance" by Lithuania was arguably a speech
made by Foreign Minister D. Zaunius on 24 February 1934, Estonian
independence day. Two days later the speech was published in the
Kaunas newspaper Lietuvos Aida!', and attracted the attention of

many foreign diplomats. Their response was, of course, varied. The
German ambassador to Kaunas, E. Zechlin, for example, believed that
D. Zaunius' speech did not suggest any reorientation ol Lithuanian for-
eign policy. On 28 February 1934 he reported to the leadership of the
Auswaerliges Amt that Lithuania was still basically opposed toward a
trilateral Baltic uniona3.

It seems, however, that the German diplomat was not right. ln in
his speech, D. Zaunius said that small nations are not always wise to
seek the protection of major powers and that it would be saler for them
to unite with similar nations". Based on news received from Kaunas
at the Latvian Foreign Ministry, the German ambassador to Riga,
G. Martius, reported to Berlin on 2 March that Lithuania's foreign mini-
ster was now prepared to participate in the establishment of a Baltic
uniono'. This did nol, however, mean that Lithuania was not placing its
own inierests at the forelront ol these discussions. Lithuania wanted
to strengthen its own international position with the help of the trilateral
union and to secure support lor its stand on such matters as the
Vilnius and Memel questionsou.

After 24 February 1934, the Baltic union became a realistic possi-
bility. V. Munters, in two instructive letters to diplomats abroad (on
28 February and 21 March), pointedly relerred to the establishment of
a Baltic union as the first of four Latvian loreign policy goals". He had
no doubt that Lithuania's position on the matter had changed. He lelt
that Kaunas was lorced inlo a reorientation of policy because it could
no longer sustain its "horizontal game" between Moscow and Berlin,
because after the worsening of relations between Germany and Soviet
Union, there was no longer any "horizontal power line Moscow-
Berlin*. On the other hand, V. Munters lelt that German pressure on
Lithuania was increasing and was touching on Kaunas'vital interests,
threatening 1o make the Klaip6da region an even more difficult prob-
lem than Vilnius (which in lact Lithuania does not conttol)"n.

V. Munters also felt, however, that there were still a number of
"underwaler icebergs' on the route to a Baltic Entente. ln his
21 March circular he wrole that the main obstacle was Lithuania itself,
which 'is still trying to 'maintain balance' among all the Scillas and
Haribdas and to hold on to Klaip6da, Vilnius, and its current rulers.'
Accordingly, his letter continued, "before this conviction disappears,
there is no hope to attract Lithuania, or at least no hope which is not
seen by Zaunius as being useful in his foreign policy game"*.
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V. Munters also did not rule out the possibility that Estonia's posi-
tion might complicate establishment ol a Baltic union. Comparing
Riga's policies with Tallinn's, he noted several nuanced differences:
1) Estonia wanted to establish relations with Finland, and only reti-
cence on the part of the Finns was leading the Estonians to pay
gleater atlention to Latvia. 2l Estonia was supporting maximurn
cooperation with Poland, without any reservations. 3) Estonia was
completely inditferent to the Lithuanian question5'.

On 25 April 1934, Lithuania proposed closer cooperation with
Latvia and EstoniSs'. This proposal coincided with Germany's rejec-
tions of a 28 March proposal by the USSR to jointly guarantee Baltic
independence5a. The two diplomatic events also were closely con-
nected politically, because Berlin's rejection of the Russian oller
strenglhened suspicions in the Baltic countries about Germany's poli-
ciess. ln a discussion with the German embassy secteiary in Kaunas,
A. Mohrmann, in mid-April, D. Zaunius expressed concern that
Germany was rejecting M. Litvinov'ss proposal only because it did not
want to guarantee Lithuanian independencesT.

On 7 and 8 May 1934, Latvian and Estonian delegations jointly
considered Lilhuania's proposal and agreed to use il as a basis for fur-
ther nqgotiations. During the meeting, broad discussion evolved con-
cerning the KlaipEda (Memel) question. The results ol this discussion
were important and lavorable to Lithuania. V. Munters and H" Lar€tei
agreed that German activity in the KlaipEda region might also threaten
Latvia and Estonia. Thus, long belore the signing of a Baltic Enlente
agreement, it was stated that the Klaipeda (Memel) matter might not
be an obstacle in expanding cooperation with Lithuania". V. Munters
wrote in his diary that now Klaipdda was ol \ital interest4'to the Baltic
Republics. (lt might be added that beginning in 1935 the Latvian and
Estonian position gradually changed again, returning to the view that
the Klaip6da matter was a problem lor Lithuanian foreign policy only.)

After LaWia and Estonia responded to Lithuania's 25 April propos-
al, and Lithuania submitted a second memorandum on 29 May, con-
crete negotiations were begun with the aim of establishing a Baltic
Entente. An important role in these negotiations was taken by the lirst
trilateral meeting, which took place in Kaunas lrom 7 to 9 July 1934.
Lithuania was represented by the new foreign minister, S. Lozoraitis,
who, in contrast with the pro-German D. Zaunius, promoted a "firm
stand" against Germany and supported lurther integration ol the

KlaipEda (Memel) region into the Lithuanian nation or, to put it another
way, the "Lithuanization" ol the region. S. Lozoraitis did not rule out
the possibility that Poland's support might be necessary to achieve
lhese goalsto.

V. Munters reported that participants at the Kaunas meeting found
four documents on the table: the 17 February agreeftent, the 25 April

memorandum, the LaWian and Estonian lesponse, and lhe second
(29 May) memorandum". During the negotiations it was decided that
the three nations would sign a new agleement, lather lhan simply
have Lithuania join the 17 February agreemenf'. The negotiations did
not, however, dot all the i's. The issue ol the Latvian and Estonian
position concerning the Vilnius matter remained unresolved. Because
Riga and Tallinn had no analogous foreign policy problems, they
rejected Kaunas' proposal that where the -specilic problems" ol signa-

tory countries were concerned, the other nations involved should at
least take a lavorably neutral stand'. Understanding that the Latvian

and Estonian position would not change, Lithuania did not try to force
the issue. Therefore, when the lhree nations met again, in Riga on

29 August, they could initial a Latvian-Lithuanian-Estonian agreement
on understanding and cooperation. ll was signed on 12 September in
Geneva and took etfect on 3 November"a.

The Geneva agreement was signed for a period of ten years and
provided that the Baltic Republics would convene trilateral foreign min-

islers' conference at least twice a year to coordinate foreign policy and
mutual diplomatic atfairs. Paragraph 5 ol the agreement stated that
closer cooperation must be established among the diplomatic and con-

sular representatives of the three Baltic nations. A special clause
added that Lithuania's "specific problems" would be viewed as an

exception to the general rule of cooperation and diplomatic assis-
tanceuu . A confidential protocol which was signed along with the
agreement made this last clause more concrete, stating that only the

Vilnius issue was a 'specific problem' under the definitions of the
agreemenf . Accordingly the position taken by Latvia and Estonia in

May on the Klaip6da issue was reatfirmed now.
The establishment.of the Baltic Entente meant an institutionaliza-

tion of foreign policy cooperation in the Baltic region, which undoubt-
edly was a coup for the diplomatic efforts ol all three nations. The
Baltic Entente was one ol three multilateral unions which were estab-
lished in Eastern and Central Europe between the two world wars.
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Unlike the Small Entente" and the Balkan Pacfl, the Baltic alliance
was not meanl as a counterlorce to another nation in the region. For
this reason, it was never an obstacle to the establishment of broader
cooperation which would help strengthen security throughout Eastern
and Central Europe.

Latuian historian E. Dunsdorfs has written that the Geneva agree-
ment was a "faily significant foreign policy event' in the lirst year ol
the Ulmanis dictatorship". One could agree with this lairly reserved
judgment, adding that the establishment of the Baltic Entente was in
keeping fuim tne general loreign policy orientation held by Latvia.
A memorandum composed by the German ambassador to Lalvia,
G. Martius, on the occasion of his recall to Berlin in September 1934,
stated that the Ulmanis government viewed il as critically important
that Latvia "belong to the West and be a'well regarded member of the
League of Nations'7o.

The Battic Entente could have been a significant entity, were it not lor
the "internal weakness' which was caused by Lithuania's 'specific prob-
lems". An ideal outcome, ol course, would have been a Polish and
Lithuanian agreemenl belore or shortly after the Baltic agreement on
understanding and cooperation. ln such an event, the Baltic Entente
could have been expanded (by broadening it or translorming it into a mili-
tary alliance), it could have become a real factor of stability and security in
the region, forming a force which major powers in the area would have to
deal witr. lt seems that this possibility existed in the international situation
of the day.

But there was no compromise between Poland and Lithuania.
The internal weakness of the Baltic Entente was nol reduced, which
logically leads to this question: Were there alternatives to the union in
the early 1930s? Theoretically, the possibility of establishing an
alliance with France could not be ruled out. ln September 1933, the
ambassador in Paris, F. Ciel€ns, suggested that a proposal be extend-
ed to France to reach a lriendship agreement with Latvia?l . The tor-
mer Latvian President G. Zemgals, too, expressed a lavorable opinion
of establishing closer ties with France. ln an interview with the news-
paper Sevodnja on 13 September, Zemgals announced that Latvia
should join France and the USSR in their efforts against Germany.
When V. Munters objected to this statement as a "harmlul" attack
against Germany, G. Zemgals said lhat 50% of Latvia's residents
agreed wilh him".

There was no realistic possibility ol an alliance with France,
however. Latvia's loreign policy leadership did not so much as seri-
ously consider such an option, though the Foreign Ministry did hope,
rather baselessly, that should it become necessary, France would
extend political or military support. The prominenl French politician
E. Herriot attempted lo loster these illusions when he visited Riga in
September 1933. Asked by Prime Minister A" B[odnieks whether in a
'difficult moment" Latvia could 'hope for direct and real support from
F;tance", Erio gave a 'clear and definite affirmation"3. This unques-
lionably gave new hope to Latvia's diplomats. On 18 September
1933, the director of the Western Department at the Latvian Foreign
Ministry, L. El5is, wrote to the Latvian ambassador in Warsaw,
O, Grosvalds: "ll we know what Herriot's policies mean in French
politics, lhen we can lruly be gratelul to note these lacts and can
count on them in our practical policies and our development of rela-
lions with other nations"T{.

ln the spring of 1934, the general secretary ol the Latvian Foreign
Ministry, V. Munters, emphasized that the Baltic Republics must try to
strengthen their security 'with the support ol other nalions," calling
$uch attempts 'passive security policy". ln his view, the only lruly reaF
tslic hope emanating lrom such a policy was the development of an
{r0reement guaranteeing the status quo (an Eastern Locarno)tt. But
nttempts by Latvian diplomats in Berlin, Paris and London to sound out
lhe situation yielded no optimistic results. The major powers did not
want to undertake any serious obligations.

One probe was conducted in late April 1934 by the Latvian
rrmbassador to London, K. Zari4s. ln a meeting with the direclor ol the
Northern Department of the British Foreign Office, L. Collier, Zari4S
directly asked whether the British government would be willing to guar-
nnlee Latvian independence. Collier responded that the "matter had
nol been discussed in the government, but he personally lelt that if
nuch a proposal were to come through the League of Nations with the
support ol all the major nations, then His Majesty's government would
elgn such a declaration as well"76. Trying to explain what he felt a dec-
luration of that nature might include, L. Collier said that it would,not, ol
course, be similar to the Locarno agreement, which said that "England
nrust take to arms when necessary", but would only note the
dslermination of the signatory powers to guarantee Baltic indepen-
donce, without providing for any concrete obligations".
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L. Collier's remarks did not represent any new wave in British
thinking. England was interested in the survival of the Baltic
Republics,,but not sufficiently so to promise energetic and elfective
action should the independence of the republics be threatened. This
was not a secret to Latvia's and Estonia's diplomats. For example, the
Estonian ambassador to London, O. Kallas, meeting with K. ZariqS on
2 May 1934, noted that he had not even bclhered to ask L. Collier
whether "England would be willing to declare our independence,
because previous discussions have already shown that the Brits are
not willing to go lurther than they did in Western Locarno"7o.

During the establishment of the Baltic Entente, a serious alterna-
tive was an alliance among Latvia, Estonia and Finland. Evidence of
this is given by the results of a visit paid by Finnish Foreign Minister
A. Hackzell to Riga on 8 and 9 December 1933. Finland and Latvia
agreed lo broaden cooperation between the two nations, agreeing lo
'a) exchange regular visits by the loreign ministers; b) order the
ambassadors of both nations to maintain closer contacts; c) maintain
close contacts between the general headquarlers ol Latvia and
Finland; d) coordinale action before major international conferences;
e) establish press relations, mutual visits by editors, and a press
entente"T'.

But a meeting between Latvian Foreign Minister V. Salnais and
A. Hackzellon 17 and 18 January 1934 in Helsinki led to both nations
returning to the slage in their relations which had existed prior to the
Finnish foreign minister's visit to RIga. Finland's attitude toward broad-
er conlacts with Latvia and Estonia had become more reserved. This
was dictated by Finland's increasing orientation toward Scandinavia.
The Finns also were displeased by Latvia's eflorts to establish a union
with Lithuania. ln March 1934, high-ranking Helsinkidiplomats warned
Latvia that this could 'scuttle all the attempts to draw nearer to
Finland{o.

Had an alliance been formed with Finland, Latvian and Estonian
security would still not have been signilicantly strengthened, because
there would have been little hope to real Finnish military support in
times ol need. lt must also not be lorgotten that Finland had only one
potential enemy (the USSR) to contend with, not two enemies, as
Latvia had. Moreover, in the area ol loreign policy, an alliance with
Finland could have created cerlain comSications for Latvia, as it would
have made maintenance of a position ol neutrality more difficult. The

ulliance would naturally have been pro-Gelman.
Furthermore, an alliance with Finland (the Northern direction)

would more closely have lollowed Estonian, not Latvian thinking,
because the Latvians did not consider lhemselves to be
Scandinavians. Even though Latvia viewed Lithuanian foreign policy
quite negatively, the Latvian people nevertheless deeply sympathized
with the Lithuanians, viewing lhem as a "brother nation". As lar as the
Finns were concerned, Latvians viewed them with respect, but certain
reticence.
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lll. The Baltic Entente and the policy ol ..collective securlty" in
Europe

ln the spring of 1934, the most important matter on the Latvian
loreign policy agenda was lhe formation of a Baltic Entente. This was
considered to be the most signilicant resource availabb to strengthen
lhe security ol all three nations. ln the 21 March instructive lefter men-
lloned above, V. Munters told Latvian ambassadors abroad that "the
only active and lully acceptable work which we can perform in ordel to
etrengthen our security is to facilitate the idea of a Baltic union,r. ln his
vlew, the union would become the only definite guarantee" to protect
lhe independence of Latvia, Estonia and Lithuania. V. Munters feh
lhat il the Baltic Republics did not join forces, sooner or later they
would become the 'objects' of major-power,policy.

Of course, the loreign policy leadership of Latvia, Lithuania and
Eetonia did not exclude other methods ol strenglhening Baltic security
lrom their calculations. For example, V. Munters slood lor the imple-
mentalion ol a 'passive security' policy to go alongside the 'active
aecurity" policy of lorming a Baltic Entente. The 'passive security" poF
lcy envisioned eflorls to use the assistance and support of other coun-
Irles to strengthen Baltic securlty3. There were nol, however, many
choices to draw upon in this area. Baltic diplomats thought that only a
lew Eastern Locarno proposals, or possibly the idea of an Eastern
Pact were more or less realistic.

The idea of an Eastern Pact took on a particularly significant posi-
llon in European relalions in 1934 and 1935. There were several pos-
alble variations to lhis idea. The most important ol these was a pro-
posal agreed in principle (but not in detail) by L. Barthou and
M. Litvinov in July 1934. Barthou, the French foreign minister, sent
lhis proposal to the Brits on 27 Jult'. lt conlained lhree sections: an
agieement on regional mutual assistance, an agreement on mutual
agsistance between France and the USSR, and a general act. The
egreement on regional mutual assistance envisioned participalion by
lhe USSR, Germany, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Finland and the Baltic
Hepublics. All of the nations would guarantee the inviolability of bor-
ders and would extend assistance to those signatory nalions which lell
vlctim to unprovoked aggression. Under the terms of the French-
Soviet agreement, France would have become the guarantor of the
Eastern Pacl, while Soviel Union would have undertaken this role for
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the Locarno Agreement. The general act provided that the USSR

would enter the League of Nations and addressed the obligations and

riEhts held by other signatory nations in relation to the League'.

The Eastern Pact was primarily responsive to the interests and

ambitions ol France and Soviet Unionu. But were relalions between

lhe USSR and Germany to worsen, the pact could have a certain pos-

itive importance in securing peace in Easlern Europe' The Baltic

Republics understood this, and therelore viewed the Eastern Pact as a

possible lactor in strengthening security. True, the policies of the

three nations wele not exactly identical in relation to the pact. ln

details, the policies dilfered considerably. Latvia, Estonia and
Lithuanla, it might be added, determined their attitude toward the

French and Soviet proposal in the summer of 1934, belore the legal

formation of the Baltic Entenle. After the union was formed, the three

nations discussed and "evened out" their positions on the mattel within

the union framework. ln lerms ol Baltic cooperation, this was a com-

mendable etfort.
The oflicial position takbn by Latvia in relation to the Eastern Pact

was expressed in some detail on 16 July 1934, when the Foreign

Ministry sent another instructive letter to the Latvian ambassadors
abroad. The letter, signed by V. Munters, said that given the official

French announcement, which provided that the pact would take etfect

only after the USSR joined the League of Nations, Latvia generally

'has no objection to this combination'. The document went on to say

that Latvia thought it important that at least two principles be observed:

the equality of all signatory nations in terms ol the political require-

ments and lorm of their participation; and the harmonizing of the pact

with the fundamental ideas ol the League ol Nations. Completely
unacceptable to Latvia, however, was any situation under which the
planned security system might be tutned into an instrument to oppose

any specilic nation (concretely in this case - Germany)'.
ln his letter, V. Munters exirressed surprise at the fact that in dis-

cussions up to that point, the molives of the proposed pact had not

been formulated adequately. He wrote that diplomats from all nations

agreed that the pact would strengthen security in Eastern Eutope, but

at the same time they were avoiding any statement to the effect that

increasing tension in the alea was due to the norsening of relations

between the Soviet Union and Germany. lt was precisely from this

perspective that V. Munters issued a sharp condemnation of he position

taken by the USSR which he lelt was using its lear of a German attack
nnd its belief that the Baltic Republics would be the staging ground for
euch aggression as a reason to make the independence and inviolability
ol Latvia, Lithuania and Estonia the object of the proposed Eastern Pact.
The general secretary of the Foreign Ministry informed his ambassadors
lhat implementation of such ideas would mean 'placing this agreement
on a crooked foundation from the very beginning". The letter clearly and
opecifically stated that Latvia rejected attempts by the USSR lo make
Latvia's desired security agreement the cenlerpiece ol the pact. V.
Munters believed that the key element of the pact was not ensurement of
lhe status of he Baltic States, but a betterment of relations between the
USSR and Germany achieved with the help of the Baltic Republics (the
lorm of the agreement)0.

Analyzing the structure of the proposed Eastern Pact, V. Munters
devoled special attention to the planned Soviet - French 'mutual guar-
sntees, which would bind the Locarno Agreement with the Eastern
Pact." He concluded that this would lead to a 'peculiar situation',
because 'the French guarantee of the Eastern Pact would be given in
bilateral connection to the USSR.' Of course Munlers could not and
did not consider this option, where 'the USSR would be the bridge .."

through which the Eastern Pact would receive" supplementary French
guaranlees, to be the best possible option. He wrote that "this matter
ls most delicate and requires extensive thought*.

At the close ol the letter V. Munlers accented the thought that
mutual assistance obligations would be binding only to signatory
nations involved in the pact. This meant that if Germany declined to
participate, Latvia would have no right to assistance lrom other coun-
tries in the event of a German attack. lf that were the case, his letter
said, the pact would have to be turned into a defelsive pact, aimed
against Germany, if it would have any significance in terms ol
Healpolitik. This, in turn, would not be in keeping with the ideas of
strengthening security in Eastern Europe. V. Munters emphasized
that the French and the Czechs underslood this very well, but the
Russians did not, and this meant that it was still possible that an
agreement could be struck without the involvement ol Germany. The
Latvian ambassadors were informed that their government would not
longer be interested in a pact if one of the planned signatory nations
refused to accept itio.

Other documents (the duty logs ol department heads at the
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Latvian Foreign Ministry, reports lrom ambassadors, et a/.) indicate
that Latvian diplomats, laced with lairly scanty information about the
proposed Eastern Pact, worried about the many questions which
remained open coRcerning the mechanism of mutual assistance. ln
mid-July 1934 the Foreign Ministry received a reporl fr.om
O. Grosvalds (the ambassador in Warsaw) which stated: "The main
danger to Russia's neighboring countries lie in the fact that eventually
they will have to let lhe Red Army onto their territory'rr . Noles made
by V. Munters indicate that he agreed with this assessmenlr2 .

Moreover, he believed that utilization of mutual assistance obligations
(should they take effect automatically in the case of aggression, with-
out the sanction ol the League of Nations) would threaten rather than
lacilitate peace and stability in Eastern Europe.

Lithuania, unlike Latvia, adopted a relatively more welcoming
position as regarded the idea of an Eastern Pact. This testilied to the
great inlluence wielded by Moscow on Lithuanian politics. At the same
time, however, Kaunas attempted to promote its own terms, which
demonstrated that Lithuania credited itself wilh a greater role in
European international relations than was actually the case. ln July
1934, lor example, the Lithuanian government ordered ambassador
P. Klimas in Paris to announce to the French government that Kaunas
would not like to see any provisions in the planned agreement which
would legitimize the existing Polish-Lithuanian border'3. Observing this
activity, the director ol lhe fourlh division ol the Auswaertiges Amt, R,
Meyer, wrote to the German ambassador to Lithuania, E. Zechlin, that
Lithuania's approach to the Eastern Pacl was rather high-mindedra. R.
Meyer lelt that among the reasons lor which the pac;t was being pro-
moted, Lithuania's con@rns had absolutely no significancer5.

Estonia had lesser sympathies toward the proposed Eastern Pact'
than did Latvia and Lithuania. fn July 1934, J. Seljamaa discussed the
proposal with Polish Foreign Minister J. Beck and offered some
assessments which could be interpreted in a number of ways. What
followed was a "small provocation" by Polish journalists, leading to the
impression that Estonia was supportive ol Warsaw's rejection ol the
Eastern Pactlo . ln a 7 August lener to O. Grosvalds, the Latvian
ambassador to Poland, V. Munters characterized the situation by writ-
ing: 'The Polish press smiled with satistaction, the Russians were
angry, lhe Estonians lambasted their minister, the Germans were
happy that a wrench had been thrown into the French-Russian political

flnme, the Lithuanians were upset, and the Riga diplomats asked
whether the Latvian and Estonian positions had been coordinated"rT.

The Latvian foreign policy leadership decided lo "clear up the
whole matter in one fell swoop"". The ambassador in Soviet Union, A.
Ullmanis, was authorized to suggest to J. Seljamaa, who was in
Moscow at the time, that Latvia and Estonia give a joint favorable reply
lo lhe Soviet proposal that an Eastern Pact be signed. The Estonian
loreign minister agreed to this suggestion, and on 29 July 1934, both
diplomats declared to M. Litvinov that Latvia and Estonia favqred'the
ldea of an Eastern European regional mutual assistance pact". At the
uame time, however, this declaration was tempered by one logical
oxception: 'Given that there is no agreement text at this point, Latvia
(Estonia) reserves the right to propose necessary amendments and
ndditions on receipt of the pact"'o. A few days later, a similar declara-
Iton was submitted to the government of the USSR by the Lithuanian
loreign minisler, S. Lozoraitis2o.

The Estonian action surprised several German diplomats. They
Irrlerpreted the 29 July declaration by Bilmanis and Seljamaa lo be an
lrlleration of Tallinn's position. All'explanations and excuses by the
I stonian loreign minister were to no avail. A counselor at the German
ombassy in Moscow, F. von Twardowski, met with Seljamaa on
ilO July 1934 and atterward reported to Berlin that M. l-itvinov had suc-
cosded in convincing the Estonian loreign minister to take a lavorable
utund toward the idea ol the Eastern Pacf'.

On returning to Tallinn, J. Seljamaa met with lhe German ambas-
ruudor to Estonia, O. Reinebeck, who also expressed conlusion over
l.stonia's unexpectedly positive attitude toward the Eastern Pact. ln a
loller to the Auswaertiges Amt dated 2 August 1934, he sought
flnswers to the question of why Seljamaa had given J. Beck and
M. Litvinov such very different answers. O. Reinebeck was convinced
lhnt the explanation lay in the character ol the loreign minister; in per-
non he was very pleasant, unlavorably tended toward direct decisions,
rrnabb to evaluate complicated matters, but his political wisdom was
oxpressed in etlorts to keep good relations with all parties as long as
glossible, and seem to agree with any and all partners while still main-
lulning an escape route at all times. The German diplomat concluded
hi6 letter with the significant conclusion that Seljamaa's position in the

Uovernment was weak and that all the most important decisions were
lnken by the president, who was very reserved in his attitude toward
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the plans of lU. Litvinov and L. Barthouz.
lndividual Baltic diplomats, including E. KrieviryS, wrote their mem-

oirs after World War ll and posited the thesis that the Eastern Pact
proposal (supplemented with ideas from the British) which was submit-
ted to the German Auswaertig,es Amt in July 1934 by the British
ambassador to Berlin, E. Phipps, corresponded with the vital interests
ol the Baltic Republics and 'was the only otfer ol guaranlees by the
major powers which could be taken seriously" by Latvia, Lithuania and
Estonia in the interwar period'. This viewpoint is not, however, easy
to accept without some reservations. lt appears that the carelul and
reserved attitude demonstrated by Latvia and Estonia toward the
Eastern Pact in the summer of 1934 was logically connecled to the
geopolitical situation ol the Baltic Republics - mistrust in Soviet
Union, and close historical, economic and cultural ties with Germany.
ln order lo use "necessary deliberation"2l in relation to this matter,
LaNia and Estonia sought to avoid supporting unilatetal policies which
were aimed al another country. Even French diplomats recognized
the justilication lor Latvia's motives and emphasized that Latvia's posi-
tion in no way implied Latvian kowtowing to Germany or any "ger-
manophile" attitude among the Latvian people25.

German/s position was the key question in the matter of the Eastern
Pacfl. Germany lelt that lhe proposed agreement was a Soviet-French
instrument to be used against Germany. On 8 September 1934, the
German government announced that it would not take part in any collec-
tive agreement which provided for mutual assistance obligations, because
it did not wish to become drawn into loreiEn conllicts'zT. Emphasizing that
it gave priority to bilateral agreements, Berlin said it would be ready to
sign a multilateral agreement if it conlained only obligations ol non-
aggression and consultation". Poland gave a similar reply2o, stating at
the end of September that it would not participate in the Eastern Pact
(without Germany) and emphasizing that it already had non-aggres-
sion agreements with the USSR and Germanys.

ln the period between the autumn of 1934 and the spring of 1935,
several important changes appeared in European negotiations con-
cerning the Easlern Pact. These changes were caused by overall
changes in the international situation, as well as steps taken by the
major powers to improve their own positions. The Baltic Republics
continuously tried to keep informed about major power plans and the
essence of any possible changes. On 22 November 1934, lor exam-

ple, the Baltic department director of the Latvian Foreign lutlinistry,
t. Vigrabs, asked several Latvian diplomats (lV" Valters, O" Grosvalds,
L. SAja) to investigate reports in the European press that new activities
were being planned in connection with the proposed Eastern Pact,
possibly with the aim ol altering the content of the pact, eliminating the
principle of guarantees and keeping only non-aggression obligations
intacfl .

At the lirst conlerence ol loreign ministers to take place under the
negis ol the Baltic Entente, in late November and early December of
1934, Latvia, Estonia and Lithuania reatfirmed their positive attitude
loward the idea of an Eastern Pacf'?. A week later, on 11 December,
lhe Latvian foreign policy leadership received lrom the French and
Soviet ambassadors lo Riga a protocols agreed by P. Lavals and
M. Litvinov on 5 Decembdr 1934. ln it, both sides agreed to foreswear
nny negotiations which could lead to an agreement that would under-
mine the preparation and signing of an Eastern Paclo. ln order that all
lhree Baltic Republics might give an identical response to this over-
ture, lhe Latvian governmenl, which lavored joining in the protocol,
wanted to coordinate the matter with Lithuania and Estonia$. Kaunas
gove its agreement, but Tallinn delayed giving a final answer until the
llrst part of January 1935, when, in connection with lhe Saar
plebiscite3T and the French-ltalian agreemenfl, the overall political sit-
rration in Europe changed significantly. The Latvian Foreign Ministry
believed that the moment had passed because ol these changes and
lhat the new circumstances would make illogical any response to the
l'rench and the Soviets concerning possible joining in their protocol3o.

ln Janirary 1935, the Latvian ambassador in Tallinn, R" Liepi46,
roceived an order lrom the Foreign Ministry to inform the Estonians ot
I alvia's position40. The ambassador reported back to Riga on
2?- January 1935, saying that the Estonian deputy foreign minister,
11. Laretei, had received this information with great satisfaction and
open relief, stating that at a time when the situation in the Eastern
Pact matter changes day by day" and 'Litvinov is already accusing
Laval of failing lo observe the 5 December agreement", the Baltic
Republics would be wise to stand aside and take on lhe role of simple
observers for the time being". ln a confidential circular to Latvian
ambassadors on 30 January 1935, V. Munters wrote that
'lH. Laretei'sl behavior conlirms that the Estonians had purposely
dolayed their response in order to sabotage the entire etforta2. On the
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other hand, V. Munters did not discount the possibility that the
Estonians had simply misunderstood the situation which had been
established on 11 December, and for this reason the Baltic Republics
had rnissed the chance to promote themselves as having equal posi-
tions in negotiations about the Eastern Pact''. lt seems that the first ol
these two possibilities is the correct one. The Estonians once again
were demonstrating their fairly reserved and quite chilly attitude toward
the Eastern Pact" Given the influence wielded by Germany and
Poland over Estonian loreign policy, no other scenario was plausible.

Bahic diplomals cheered a communique from England and France
on 3 February 1935, in which the two nations expressed their support
lor an Eastern Pact in the context ol resolving Eastern European secu-
rity problemsaa. Although il was already clear that the Eastern Pact
was starting to lose its purpose, all three Baltic Republics decided to
undertake diplomatic activities which would demonslrate their laith in
the idea ol a pact. ln March 1935, Baltic ambassadors submitted joint
declarations to the British and French foreiEn ministries in which the
Baltic Republics expressed admiration for the British and French
course toward stengthening security in Eastern Europe*. There is no
doubt that this step increased the prestige of the Baltic Entente in the
international arena and confirmed the attempts by Latvia, Lithuania
and Estonia to be polilical players, actively participating in all matters
which touched on security in Eastern Europe.

Several new proposals concerning an Eastern Pact were issued
in the spring ol 1935, at a time when Germany's policies of armament
were causing severe concern in Europeo'. On 6 April, the USSR pro-
posed to the Baltic Republics that an Eastern Pact be struck without
the participation of German and PolandaT. ln connection with this pro-
posal, the Latvian government ordered its ambassadors in France
and Britain to learn more about the attitude of those two counlries to
the Russian proposal. ln a report which was received in Riga on 8
April, the embassy in Paris emphasized thal France was not recom-
mending that Latvia hurry to sign the proposed agreement{' .

England's recommendation was less specific and emphatic. ln an otfi-
cial letter from K. ZariqS to Prime Minister K. Ulmanis, we read that in
late April the British Foreign Office inlormed the Latvian ambassador
that the Soviet proposal had been discussed in a special meeting,
chaired by deputy minister R. Vansittart. At the meeting the Brits had
come to "a unanimous conclusion" that they could give no concrete rec-

ornmendation to the Baltic Republics in the matter of the Soviet proposal,
lpcause they were not familiar with the lext ol the proposal". At the
Bnme lime, however, participants at the meeting concluded that "His
Mnlesty's governmenl would not oppose the signing of the proposed
pact, il it were done within the confines of the League ol Nalions and pro-

vldod for the pcssible later pining of Germany and Poland4. Not want-
ing to worsen relations with Germany and Poland and learing an overly
hnsty decision on so important a matler (one which could popardize their
plicy of neutrality), Latvia and Estonia look a reserved and waiting afti-
lude toward the new Soviet proposal, choosing to implement a policy of
rlolay concerning a final answer'. This time Lithuania, too, did not upset
lhe 'common front". lt did not hurry with a 'positive reply' but rather
oxpressed a willingness to coordinate ils position wih hat of Latvia and
Estoniau'. ln mid-April 1935, representatives of the Baftic loreign min-
lsfies (V. Munters, H. Laretei and J. Urbsys) agreed that the matter ol
lhe Eastern Pact and the Soviet proposal would be discussed at ilre sec-
ond Baltic Entente.foreign ministers conference, scheduled to begin on 6
Mal'. The Soviet Union interpreted this to mean that the Baltic States
were refusing to accept treir proposal*. ln a discussion with Lithuania's
pormanent delegate to the League of Nations, P" Klimas, which took
place on 17 April, M. Litvinov expressed dissatislqction and deep regret
concerning the 'negative answer" from the Baltic Republics. He went so
Inr as to suggest that he had coordinated his proposal to Lafvia and
Llthuania with France, which had undertaken to guarantee the inviolability
ol the Baltic Republics if they joined an Eastern Fact which did not
lnvolve Germany and Poland'.

Germany, too, joined in the diplomatic game surrounding the
[:astern Pact. On 12 April 1935 it inlormed London that it was ready
(alongside its existing bilateral non-aggression agreements) to sign a
multilateral agreement which would not have any mutual assistance
obligations at its base, but instead would promote non-aggression,
nrbitrage and consultative obligations (an Eastern non-aggression
pact)'n . The goal ol this announcement was to avert joint Western
aanctions against Germany at the Streza conlerence on major
Western powers (England, Fran@, ltaly). Such sanclions were possi-
ble because Germany had violated lhe terms of the Versailles treaty in
lhe area of demilitarization.

ln May 1935 the USSR signed mutual assistance agreements
with France and Czechoslovakia. Several Latvian diplomats were less
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than enamored by this. They felt that Paris had betrayed the Baltic
Republics. The Latvian ambassador to France, O. Grosvalds, perhaps
stated these leelings most accurately. On 4 May 1935, he wrote to
K. Ulmanis: "As far as France is concerned, one cannol deny that at
this point it did not take the Baltic Republics into account when formu-
lating its plans. ln this respect, a break has taken place. We have
been left'at the side of the road'. lt is not yet clear whether that is or is
not advantageous lo us, and this question is open to debale*'.

At the cited second conference ol Baltic Entente foreign ministers,
the decision was taken to avoid any new agreements which could be
interpreted as the Baltic Republics laking a stand in lavor of one or
another of the major powers* . Latvia, however, was upset by an
agreement on maritime affairs signed by German and Britain on
18 June'19355? and began to seriously consider the possibility ol "par-
ticipating in the Eastern Pact without Germany and Poland". This maf
ter was discussed with particular alacrity at the second conlerence of
Latvian ambassadors, which took place in late June and early July of
1935. Several diplomats (V. Munters, A. Bilmanis, et al) expressed
support for a mutual assistance agreement with the Soviet Union,
naively hoping that the final result might be a comprehensive collective
agreemenf'" Accordingly, the ambassadorial conlerence signaled a
movement by Latvia toward Moscow within the conlines of its policy ol
neutrality. Belore coming to a final decision on the matter, however,
Latvia's foreign policy leadership sought to clearly learn Germany's
position - it's attitude toward the Eastern Pact now that the Streza
conference was past"

On 7 July 1935, V. Munters met with the German ambassadors to
the Baltic Republics, E. Schack, O. Reinebeck and E. Zechlin. The
discussion dealt with lhe matter ol the Eastern Pact, and the gener4!
secretary informed the German diplomats that 'the ambassadorial
conference look no decisions concerning an agreement with Russia""
E. Schack telegraphed Berlin that V. Munters would particularly wel-
corne a German initiative which would let him avoid signing an agree-
ment with the USSR. The German ambassador stated that V. Munters
had accented the thought that Latvia would have to take a decision on
the matter sooner or later and that a very realistic possibility was the
Baltic Republics' joining in the Soviet-French security systems.

The discussion was also recounted to the Auswaertiges Amt by
the Gerrnan ambassador to Kaunas, E. Zechlin. ln a letter to the

dcluty director ol the fourth department, V. von Grundherr, he noted
lhal V. Munters felt that Latvia would eventually have to adopt the

tamo position on the matter of the Eastern Pact as Czechoslovakia
had already done. E. Zechlin wrote that although V" Munters was
ptobnbly quite sly and tended toward anti-German feelings, il never-

lltcloss seemed that this remark was not based on tactical considera-
llonB0.

E, Zechlin leared the possibility of Latvia's becominE enkngled in the
Hoviof French front, because it would gladly be followed by Lithuania,
hnving a completely isolated Estonia with no choice but to lollow the
exnnrple set by Riga and Kaunas. For tris reason, lhe German ambas-
aa(lor was convinced that Berlin must do something to averl tris chain of
€vents. He believed frre best (and only) resource to be the offer of bilater-

Bl non-aggression agreements to Latvia and Estonia. The ambassador
hll [rat this would tesolve anoher problem", as well. Latvia and Estonia

would be lurther separated from Lithuania, which would lead to the
llthuanian isolation so very much desired by Berlinu'.

The leadership ol the Auswaertiges Amt did not fully share
t, Zechlin's opinion, but it joined the diplomatic game nevertheless,
olroosing a strategy which had a "carrot and stick" approach. On
I July 1935, the state secretary, B. von Buelow, sent E. Schack a

lclegram in which he asked the diplomat to seek out V. Munters and
lcrrew discussions of the Eastern Pact." The instruclion was to inlorm
V, Muntersu' of Germany's negative attitude toward collective pacts,

cnrphasize that Berlin had no aggressive intentions toward Latvia, and
[rdirectly ofler an arbitrage agreement with Germany. At the same
llrrro, however, B. von Buelow recommended that the ambassador
cxJilnin to V. Munters how dangerous Latvia's joining in the French-
tioviet front would be. The telegram concluded with this text: 'The
hlrrr ol the discussion must be such that the Latvians see certain posi-

llvo possibilities and are restrained from hurried decisions concerning
lho Soviet front, but at the same time that we are not bound to any-
llrlng except the possibility of signing an arbitrage agreement"s.

The German policy of "temptation and threats" at first left no sig-
nllloant impact on the Latvian position. To some exlent, however, it

dld lessen the readiness of Riga's foreign policy leadership to sign a
nrulual assislance agreement with the USSR. As an ally of Estonia,
lntvia could not ignore Tallinn's distinct rejection ol bilateral guarantee

agroemenls between the Baltic States and Moscow. German diplo-
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mats in the Baltic did not doubt that Estonia would be the one to block
the inclusion of the Baltic Entente into the Soviet political sphere of
intluence and would avert any thought ol the Entente's submitting to
Soviet demands. On 5 October 1935, E. Schack informed the leader-
ship ol lhe Auswaertiges Amt that Latvia, in observing the Estonian
position, would manage to avoid Soviet pressure, and that the Baltic
States would not sign any agreement with Moscow -a la
Tschechoslowak6i'" .

The Soviet Union also did not maintain an unyielding position in
the matter of lhe Eastern Pact. The 'collective security" policy which it
plomoted was actually an attempt to create an anti-German bloc.
After the French-Soviet mutual assistance agreement was signed,
Moscow's interest in the Baltic Republics diminished considerably,
even though it continued actively to oppose an increase in Polish and
German inlluence in the region. Estonian Foreign Minister J. Seljamaa
was to some extent correct when he, meeting with M. Litvinov in July
1934, concluded that the Soviet foreign affairs commissar viewed the
Eastern Fact as much less valuable than an agreement with France
which would ensure assistance from Paris to Moscou/s.

Apparently the Latvian and Lithuanian lorgign policy leadership
too, despite their lear ol Gerrnany, understood that their security would
not be increased to any great extent by bilateral mutual assistance
agreements between the Baltic Republics and the USSR (the bilateral
form of an Eastern European security pact), nor by any of the various
Eastem Pact options, should any of these options be implemented. ln
either event the Baltic Republics would be better protected against the
West (Germany) than the East (the USSR). Given the geographic sit-
uation of Latvia, Estonia and Lithuania, and given Moscow's expan-
sionistic tendencies, it appeared that the Eastern Pact could not pro-
tect Latvia against Soviet aggression should international complica-
lions arise in Eastern Europe.

The conllict between ltaly and Abyssinia which arose in October
1935 completely overshadowed the problem of the Eastern Pact. ln a
letter to Latvian ambassadors on 28 October 1935, V. Munters noted
that the Eastern Pact was gradually being forgotten*. A similar con-
clusion was drawn at the third foreign ministers conference ol the
Baltic Entente, which took place in December 1935: 'Plans for an
Eastern Pact are no longer significant4?. At the beginning of 1936, the
importance of Eastern Pact plans in the broader contexl of internation-

el relations was almost negligible. Despite this fact, the Latvian and
Lllhuanian loreign policy leadership for a short time continued to
dalend the idea of an Eastern Pact. On 28 May, for example, V.
Munters wrole an article for ttre newspaper Briv| Zeme in which he
nupporled lhe concept of indivisible peace" and, consequently, the
necessity of an Eastern Pacf. lt was characteristic for him that he
llcd this necessity to Germany's lailure to observe international agree-
monls. The German ambassador in RTga, E. Schack, informed the
Auswaertiges Amt on 29 May of his conclusion that V. Munlers'
lhoughts rellected mistrust and fear of a Germany which was regaining
ll0 strength. These fears, wrote the ambassador, had been increasing
rlnce 7 March@ among Latvia's political leadership?0.

The faith of the Ballic Republics in a system of collective security
wns also demonslrated at the fourth loreign ministers conlerence of
lho Baltic Entente, which took place in May '1936. All participants
agreed that international relations in Europe must be founded on the
pinciples ol collective security and 'indivisible peace". At the same
llrne they expressed a negative attitude toward agreements which
would touch on the interests ol the Baltic Republics but would be
nlgned without the parlicipation of the three statesTr. During the
derbate, Estonia's representatives suggested that Paragraph 16 ol the
I ougue of Nations statutes, which provided for sanctions against
aggressors, might be limited or even repealed, but they did not take a
Hlrong stand in this matter just yef'z.

Al the lifth loreign ministers conference of the Baltic Entente (9
end 10 December 1938), the ministers reatfirmed their trust in the
I ongue of NationsB, which was already suffering a considerable crisis
and whose influence was waning. On the other hand, it was in the fall
ol 1936 that participation of the three Baltic Republics in the League of
Nnlions took on an entirely different quality. ln October the Latvian
t€presentative (V. Munters) was elected to a three-year, non-perma-
nent term on the Council ol the League. There can be no doubt thal
lhle lact signified the growing international prestige and authority which
lhe Baltic Republics had enjoyed atter lorming their joint loreign policy
alllance in the lall of 1934. K. Ulmanis said at a meeting of the Cabinet
ol Ministers on 13 October 1936 that'this event first of all demon-
Flrates laith toward our foreign policy line and recognizes our tactics. I

would like to add that a very significant role in this policy and these
lncllcs has been played by the establishment of the Baltic Entente'7r.
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At the time when V. Munters began to work in the Council ol the
League ol Nation, the small countries of Europe were rapidly losing
faith in the authority and effectiveness of the organization. The author-
ity of the League of Nations was damaged by the failure ol the disar-
mament program, its inabilfty to avert acts of aggression and wat, its
repeal of sanctions against ltalyTs and other decisions. Of course,
attempts were made to renew the prestige of the Geneva institution.
Much talk was devoted to the idea of changing the statutes ol the
League of Nations. A plenary session of the League which assembled
in the fall ol 1936 considered this idea, as did the lifth foreign ministers
conference ol the Baltic Entente in December of that year. All three
Baltic representatives emphasized their support lor the League of
Nations and said that the pact of the organization should be amended
in order to strengthen it7€. Debate also frequently touched on the mat-
ter of the Baltic Entente's neutrality.

The League ol Nationq pact, which was essentially meant to light
war with war, pretty much eliminated the possibility of neutrality. ln

April 1937, loreign minister V. Munters noted that 'our belonging to the
League of Nations and our geographic location may impose dillerent
obligations on us than neutralily"T. But Baltic diplomats did not put
much credence in such a possibility. As late as the summer of 1935,

speaking at the second conference of Latvian ambassadors, the per-

manent delegate to the League of Nations, J. Feldmanis, said that the
organization's 'weapons ol peace are nothing more than appeasement
and friendly pressure on nations in cpnflict." He felt that given the rein-

terpretation of the League of Nations pact, any nation could lemain
neutral except in the case that an aggressor was identified. But
J. Feldmanis added that every nation has the right to a sovereign deci-
sion concerning which side is the aggressor and accordingly, a country
could forever maintain neutrality by stating that it could not decide
which side was the attackey'' .

Many Baltic diplomats'in the 1930s were deeply sympathetic to
the idea of a guaranteed neutrality. They believed that the most
advantageous solution would be to declare the Baltic Republics as
permanently neulral within the context ol the League ol Nations. This
would mean that the major powers would guarantee permanent neu-

trality lor Latvia, Estonia and Lithuania. They would keep the
protection ol the League of Nations but would be lree of obligations to
participate in undertakings under Paragtaph 16 of the League's

Flalules. The reality of politics in the 1930s, however, made such an
ldenl option impossible.

At a time when the idea of neutrality was becoming increasingly
fnpular in some nations, and the failure of lhe League of Nations to
polect the security of member nations was becoming ever more glar-
lngly obvious, the attitude held by the Baltic Republics toward lhis
0lganization slowly began to change. The faith in the League of
Nnlions which had been an immovable element of Latvian and

,Fnlonian foreign policy gradually lessened" The leaders of the Baltic
Republics went so far as lo criticize the work of the League of Nations
Hltd express doubts about the idea that the primary laclor in ensuring
p€nce might be the collective security principles expounded by the
orgnnization. The Balts gave an increasingly important role in ensur-
lng lheir independence to bilateral agreements.

The attitude held by the Bahic Entente toward the League ol Nations
wns influenced by Germany, Poland and the Scandinavian countries.
flerman had left the League ol Nations in October 1933 and did not wish
b nllow the strengthening of the organization, because ilris might have
Itelpnd consolidate the countries of Europe, thus reducing possibilities of
op;nsition to the Versailles system. The Scandinavian countries, hoping
lhnl their geographic location would prove to be an advantage, did not
wnlrl to be bound by Paragraph 16 of the League's statutes and wished to
nrnlntain neutrality in the event of war in Europero.

ln discussions such as the one V. Munters had with Swedish
Frttoign Minister R. Sandler during the latter's visit to Riga in June
I tlll7, one ol the major questions was reform of the League of Nations
pncl. R. Sandler told the Latvian foreign minister that the Swedish
;ro;lrrlation, in connection with the events in Abyssinia, was worried
lhnl "Paragraph 16 places an unduly heavy burden on Sweden'. He
anld Sweden would like to interpret the paragraph as saying that "nei-
llrcr the offer of military assistance, nor the permission of free passage
br another country's armed forces would occur automatically, but only
wllh Sweden's agreement". But he added that .this unilateral
lnlorpretation is not universally accepted, evbn though the other
Ht;ondinavian countries, as well as Switzerland and Belgium, basically
egtced with it.' R" Sandler wished to learn Latvia's views on the mat-
let, although he did not offer any concrete proposalss.

V. Munters apparently understood that Sweden's antipathy to
latagraph 16 signaled its wish to be freed of moral obligation to
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extend assistance to the eternally threatened Baltic Republics should
war break out there. He answered R. Sandler by saying lhat the
Latvian government was leflaining lrom discussions about interpreta-
tion of Paragraph 16 on grounds that the Latvian population would see
this as 'a weakening ol the significance of the League of Nations and
of international security":. On the other hand, he added that in fact
was not possible that Latvia might extend military assistance or let
another army pass through its territory without specific agreement by
lhe Latvian governmenf' .

Germany, loo, whose negative attitude toward Paragraph 16 was

easy to understand (in tre event of war, the paragraph could lead to a
coalilion of many nations against the aggressor), placed a certain amount
of diplomatic pressure on Eslonia and Latvia. ln June 1937, lor example,

the Latvian ambassador to Berlin, H. Celmi45, met with he director of the
Auswaertiges Amt's political department, E. von Weizsicker and h

assistants, V. von Bismarck and V. von Grundherr" H. Celmi4S repofled
to V. Munters on 1 2 June 1937 that lhe German diplomats spoke ki

of Latvia's political relations with Germany and recommended that
three Baltic Republics "stick together, observe strict neutrality and
their borders*. The diplomats added that Germany, even though it
not recognize the League ol Nations, had no objections to Latvia
ing as a member ol the League, but lhat it felt that Latvia should
retorm of the organization, especially repeal of Paragraph 16, on

that il did not facilitate peace but, on the contrary, facilitated
and wafl.

The sixth meeting of Baltic Entente loreign ministers convened
early July 1937 in Kaunas and discussed Swedish Foreign Minister
Sandler's position and proposal concerning Paragraph 16 of
League ol Nations statutes. No decision was taken on this mattef'.
certain chilling could be detected in the Baltic attitude toward
League of Nations, but no suggestion was made that the three
distance themselves from the group.

Within the Baltic Entente, the lirst to take a strong stand
Paragraph 16 of the League ol Nations was Estonia, which
to German and Polish influence. Officially Tallinn tried to gel
and Lithuania to follow its example. On 15 June 1938, V.
Grundherr inlormed German diplomats in Warsaw, Mcscow,
Riga and Stockholm that Estonia had, at the eighth Baltic Entente
eign ministers conference which had concluded a few days earlier

ror:ommended that all three nations publish a declaration on distancing
lhemselves from Paragraph 16 of the League of Nationss.

Historical literature reports that Lithuania was not ready to agree
b lhe Estonian proposal, whib Latvia avoided a direct answer*. 

-The

mlnules of the foreign ministers meeting on 11 June 193g show that
tllol an announcement by the Estonian foreign minister, K. Selter
('l-ritonia's governmenl has taken a linal deciiion to deciare thar it
drlcs not consider itself bound by paragraph 16 and will not permit
l,ensil ol armed forces"), V. Munters said: "The only possibiliiy is a
wel between Russia and Germany, and then we have to know on
whlch side we will stand. our view has always been that military sanc-
ffons are not mandatory, but the pact makes financial and economic
ranclions mandatory"e.

several diplomatic documents testiry that the views of the three
Balllc republics on lhe matter
rd, One of lhese documents
lhe political and economic de
A filegmanis, to the Latvian

Munters and
ugust 1939.
estions: "1)
a discussion

ul lhragraph 16 ol the League of Nations pact be initiated; 2) Has the
Halllc Entente planned to make any declarations in Geneva concern-
Ittg lhe cited paragraph; 3) would the Baltic Entente consider it uselul
Iu rlovelop a coordinated position with poland should a discussion
Elxrrrl Paragraph 16 begin in Geneva"s. V. Munters'reply was clear
lnd eimple. He said he could not speak for the Baltic Entente, but
'Aot;olding ro current reports, the Baltic Republics have no intention of
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Other documents (an informative letter lrom A. Stegmanis to

Latvian ambassadors in Paris and Warsaw dated 10 October 1938)

indicate that even upon arriving lor the 19th Assembly of the League

of Nations in September 1938, the Baltic Republics had not decided

on their future. course of aclion. The head of France's delegation'

J. Paul-Boncourt met several times in Geneva with the representatives

ol Latvia, Lithuania and Estonia and tried to discourage them 'Trom the

idea ol making a declaration on the matter of Paragraph 16*0. J' Paul-

Boncourt did not receive any clear answer" V' Munters' for example,

said only that'Latvia does not wish to be overly hasty in this matter'.

On the other hand, the loreign minister suggested that it was very

important lor the League of Nations to be aware of Latvia's views 'on

the matter of the sanctioning paragraph"" 
"

The Baltic delegations in Geneva also held discussions among

themselves. The first meeting took place on 12 September 1938 at

the Latuian embassy. K. Selter announced that Estonia was intending

to submit a declaralion on Paragraph 16 to the Estonian parliament

only in Octobef'. A lew days later, however, he was expressing a dif-

ferent view, telling the Latvian and Lithuanian loreign ministers that
Estonian public opinion was ptessing lor a declaration in Geneva. For

that reason, he had already asked to be included in the list of speakers

at the plenary session of the Assemblf'. Given this fact, LaNia

Lithuania were left with no other option than to try to coordinate the

texts ol the declarationsn4.
Along with several other nations, Latvia and Estonia took the deci-

sive step on 19 September 1938 (Lithuania did so three days later).

Despite certain differences in their lolmal motives, the main thing in all

three Baltic declarations was a refusal to be bound by the obligations

cited in Paragraph 16 of the League ol Nations pact concerni
mandatory assistance to other League ol Nations members

by external enemies. ln declaring Latvia's right to absolute neutrality

V. Munters remarked: "The experience gained in applying economk

and financial sanctions in one instance, not using any sanctions
some other instances, the discussions ol the 28-man committees

declarations from several delegates in this plenary session lead me

conclude that the system of sanclions, given currenl conditions, is

which is ol a non-automatic charactet. For this reason, the
government reserves the right to determine in each separate instian<

whether and to what extent it is able to apply the rules ol Paragraph 1

ol llro pacta6. At the same lime V. Munters expressed support for the
ptlnclple lhat an attack on a member nation of the League of Nations
'lhould be considered something which will atfect all members ol the
lcngue of Nations"". That, of course, was nothing more lhan an
otnply promise to maintain trust in the ideals of the League of Nations.

The change in Baltic policy toward the League of Nations was dictat-
ed by the specific international situation of the day and by the atmos-
fftcro of mutual distrust which had been established in the late 1930s. lt
wHB 0 .esponse to the weakness of the Geneva organization, its inability
lo eecure overall peace and guarantee the security of member nations
urrlor the existing circumstances of nations arming themselves wilh ever
glenler effort. The Baltic Republics were not convinced that il they
letttnlned faithful to Paragraph 16, other nations would come to their aid
lR d€lending their independence. They did not wish to become involved
lh oonfliAs among the mapr nalions, because Germany and ltaly were
Ro longer members of the League, and he Geneva organization could
hkp decisions aimed at these two countries.

Many small and medium sized European states took a political
lltre olmilar to that ol the Baltic Entente. Despite this fact, however, the
Balllc declarations cannol be considered to have been a decision
lekcn with foresight. Relusal to observe Paragraph 16 served to
wcnksn the authority and importance of the League of Nationsos.
Mrrrcover, Paragraph 16 was the 'only international guarantee upon
whtoh [Latvia, Estonia and Lilhuanial could call in the event of a for-
iigrr ntlack4'0. By submitting to the wishes of Great Britain, Germany,
Frnndinavia and Poland, lhe Baltic Republics willingly and unneces-
tarlly waived this guarantee, linding themselves unable to defend their
daolnred neutrality'oo. Moreover, the 19 September declarations signif-
loanlly devalued one of the fundamenlal elements ol Latvian and
Fllonlnn foreign policy - cooperalion with the League of Nations -tnd trnquestionably created better conditions for the t\,vo major
tggt€Baors of the 1930s, the Soviet Union and Germany.

ln lhe lall of 1938, all three Baltic Republics actively developed
lawa on neutrality. The necessity for such laws arose from the decla-
lallono lhe three had submitted to the League ol Nations 21st
Atmmbly, stating that in the event ol conflict, they reserved the right
h tcmoln neutral and not participate in any sanctions. A meeting of
Lalvlen, Lithuanian and Estonian loreign ministry representatives was
oelled on 2 and 3 November 1938 to discuss coordinalion ol special
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laws ol neutrality (the neutrality laws of Scandinavian nations, which
had been approved in May 1938, were used as a basis for the Baltic
proposals)'oi . The meeting approved a joint text, which in turn was
approved by the next meeting of lhe Baltic foreign ministers on
18 November 1938r0'?.

The neutrality laws took effect in Latvia and Estonia in December
1938 and in Lithuania in February 1939. The laws spoke towhatthe
nations would do in the event of war and reaffirmed that the Baltic
Republics viewed neutrality as the best way to preserve their indepen-
dence. Adoption ol the laws signilied a movement by the three lrom
relative to absolute neutrality.

Historical literature often conlains sharp criticism of the Baltic
move toward neutrality. The Moscow author V. Sipols, using a class-
based principle in his evaluations, has unjustifiably compared lhis
move with capitulation lo Germany and termed it a betrayal of the
interests of, the Latvian people'03 . The American historian
E. Andersons has also generally rejected the policies of neutrality,
arguing that by hiding behind a screen of neutrality, the Baltic
Republics 'could only become an unwilling object ol major power
agreements". He believed lhat 'a more realistic security would have
come from joining one or another major power giouping and hoping for
the besl"ro'.

Of course the Baltic Republics were too loyal to the idea of
absolute neutrality. ln times of international crisis, neutrality could
not in and ol itself be a saving factor. Latvian, Lithuanian and
Estonian diplomats lacked the necessary skills to convince other
nations to respect and guarantee this neutrality. The most impor-
tant task thus remained undone. The lact is that in 1939, the Baltic
Republics were less protected than ever against a possible attack
lrom the aggressive major powers. The blame for this rests with the
diplomats of the three nations, because they often took a wait-and-
see approach and behaved in a passive manner, waiting for the fur-
ther development of evenls. They had lorgotten that preventive
diplomatic activity would have been possible with the aim of neutraF
izing or paralyzing a potential aggressor (especially the USSR).
That would al least have permitted the mobilization of all possible
political forces against such an aggressor.

ln the spring ol 1939, the international situation facing Latvia,
Lithuania and Estonia became most critical. Tendencies appeared in

llro policies ol the major nations which were openly dangerous to the
Halllc Republics. Hitler's decision to military resolve the 'Polish prob-

brn", Slalin's lack of interest in defending Poland, and England's
lnebility to elfectively come to the aid of Poland and the Baltic,
Hcpublics - all this led to a situation where the USSR and Germany
oould realistically begin to implement their purposes in the Baltic. No
meller what policies Latvia, Lithuania and Estonia chose at this point,
itoy could no longer hope for full maintenance of independence. The
Halllc Entente was internally weak and often a union only on paper,
rnd ns such it could not do much lo save the day.

The Baltic Republics took the position that neutrality must be main-

hlrrsd, but their prestige and treir hopes to maintain independence were
woakened by notable exceptions to this general policy. Diplomats and
purnalists from several nations acorsed the Baltic Republics ol a crass
rluurge in political direction in October 1939 (here we are speaking of the
mulual assistance agreements between the Soviet Union and LaNia,
Falonia and Lithuania), when the USSR, helping Germany, amputated
tlahic sovereignty not jusl de jure bul de taffi as well. For example, on
9(l November 1939, the ambassador in London, K. Zari4S, reported to
lllga hat he British press, writing about the Baftic Republics, often used
lnnoless terminology such as "nations ol serfs", 'limited sovereignty", etc.
X ZariqS wrote that in speaking with Baltic diplomab, British journalists

were saying trat it was difficult to explain "our current behavior". He wlote
lhal lhe journalists were attributing tle following approach to the Balts:
'htrck in the discussions with Moscow [spring and summer of 1939/1.F.,

A ti.l, when we were otlered a joint British, French and Russian guaran-

be, we - all the Baltic Republics, including Finland - brashly declared
irnl we needed no assistance, that we were able to defend ourselves and
0ml our first enemy would be the first nation to cross our borders. Now,
lruwever, he hree Baltic Republics had not only let a foreign army into
il!6lr countries..."rs.

Of course the Baltic Republics were in a no-escape situation after
tllnlin and Hitler reached lheir agreement in the fall of 1939. The
rlevish obeisance to the demands ol the USSR can also be interpret-
ed as a desperate attempt by Baltic foreign policy leaders to save lheir
ftrrmal independence at all costs. lt is also possible that they were
hoprng for new and unexpected changes in the international situation,
chnnges made possible by the conlused manner in which the major

lx)wers were establishing their mutual relations.
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lv. The Baltic Entente and the Major Powers

The Baltic Entente failed in the 1930s, and this was largely due to
the peculiarities ol the existing syslem of international relations. The
system was largely characterized by hegemony and therelore largely
limited the possibility of small-nation unions functioning successlully.
The Baltic Republics were repealedly subjected to the pressure ol the
major powers in its region. Soviet Union, Germany and Poland all
opeiated energetically and even rudely to protect lheir own interests.
The battle for inlluence among the competing major powers was both
a test and a burden for the Baltic Entente. One can objectively say
that it was hard for them to become a significant influence in an area
of the world which the major powers, incomparably superior in military
and political strength, were trying to take over or at least subiect to
their influence.

None ol the three major powers was interested in true cooperation
among the Baltic Republics. Each of them had its own, detaibd view
ol the Baltic Entente. These views became evident even during the
formative phase of the Entente. Of course, this was difficult to see
from the very start, and for this reason it seems that the Baltic diplo-
mats were a bit hasty in expecting greatel opposition from the major
powers than was actually the case. We can be certain of this if we
take a look at the detailed instructive letter which was sent to Latvian
diplomats abroad on 21 March 1934 and which was authored by the
general secretary of the Foreign Ministry, V. Munters. Expressing his
views on the possible roadblocks the Baltic Republics might lace in

establishing a Baltic Entente, he wrote: 'There will be opposition lrom
three major powers which are interegted in this issue - Germany,
Poland and the USSR, because Lithriania's involvement with Latvia
and Estonia would certainly strengthen its positions and would let it
escape the game of combinations in which it has been inextricably
involved to this point. That would lead to the possibility of maintaining
some stability in Eastern Europe. Germany is most interested in this
right now, but earliel it was also viewed favorably by the USSR'i.

The major powers in the Baltic Sea region understbod that that
the planned union among Latvia, Estonia and Lithuania would have no
signilicance in terms ol Bealpolitik. For this leason they did not
believe it to be mandatory lor them to take any steps to block the for-
mation of the Baltic Entente at any cost. On the other hand, of course,
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the major powers (excepting the USSR, which adopted a specilic strale-
gy) tried to something to disturb the establishment of the Entente.
Germany and its diplomats, at least, had such a purpose, which was evi-
denced, if by nothing else, then by a meeting of the three German
ambassadors accredited in he Baltic Republics in Tartu in August 1933.
The Latvian Foreign Ministry received information lrom he acting head ol
the embassy in Estonia, J. Gilberts, saying that the participants in the
meeling 'had noted the growing French influence in the Baltic Republics
and attempts by the French to facilitale a union among Estonia, Latvia
and Litruania4. Considering how best to combat tris French influence
and paralyze France's efforts to establish a Baltic union, the German
diplomats concluded that the most pressure 'must be placed on
Lilhuania, and efforts must be made lo prevent its joining a union of the
three Baltic Republics'. lt must be added hat this strategy soon proved
inappropriate. Toward the end of 1933, Lithuanian-German relations
deteriorated, which changed the relations between Kaunas and its neigh-
boring countries, impacted on its political organization and later led to a
gradual reevalualion of the German and Pol'sh factors and their signifi-
cance in Lithuanian loreign policy.

The lirst discussions about the lormation of a Baltic Entente were
mosl worrisome to Poland. lt feared that LaWia and Estonia, in lorm-
ing a union with Lithuania, would agree to support its position on lhe
Vilnius matter. ln that way Warsaw would lose the handicap and free-
dom of operations in putting pressure on Kaunas which it had gained
through the 26 January 1934 non-aggression pact with Germany.
V. Munters wrote that Poland, which in the spring of 1934 had been
fairly certain of a settling of relations with Lithuania 'would be unpleas-
antly surprised" if this 'would pass it by, at least in the way which it is
currently imagining"a.

Extensive activity by Polish diplomats was engendered by
Lithuania's 25 April memorandum. On 2 May 1934, the Polish ambas-
sador to Riga, Z. Beczkowicz, visited Prime Minister K. Ulmanis to
report that 'Poles view Baltic consolidation favorably, but it would be
difficult to take a lavorable stand on the current proposal, given the
lack of relations with Lithuania"s. A similar Polish step was taken in
Tallinn on the same day, and this cast some fear into lhe heails ol
Estonian politicianss . This appears to have been the major reason
why J. Seljamaa and H. Laretei decided in haste to make a trip to
Warsawt.

The Polish diplomats tried to convince the Latvians and Eslonians
that it would not be in their interests to improve relalions with
Lithuania. For example, V. Munlers' journal contains this enlry lor
18 May: '2. Beczkowicz visited me lor an hour. Friendly. Went on
and on about the Lithuanian matter. Closer relations with Lithuania
would automatically mean worse relations with polanda . On 24 May,
a similar warning was given to the Latvian ambassador to Warsaw,
O. Grosvalds, by Polish Foreign Minister J. Beck, who emphasized
that Poland's relations with Latvia and Estonia would worsen if they
reached an agreement with Lithuania and joined in Lithuania's com-
plaints concerning Vilnius. After this discussion O. Grosvalds
expressed doubt about the wisdom of signing an agreement with
Lithuania while it had not normalized relalions with poland,. lt should
be noled that these doubts were justified and should have been con-
sidered seriously. lt does, however, seem that at the time lhere was
no chance lo regulate Polish-Lithuanian relations in a way which would
satisfy both sides.

As far as Soviet Union was concerned, then in 1934 it was.no
Reports

January
Nadolnij,

ow's atti-

socialism which rnust be defended and maintained"o.
Similar statements are lound in other sources, as well. The

Latvian consul general in New York, A. [Dle, reported to Riga on
31 January 1934 that he had spoken with the Eastern European
department head of the U.S. State Department and had been told the
following: 'The USSR has changed its policies toward the Baltic
Republics lo the extent that it no longer wishes to oppose a bloc or
union among the three Baltic Republics. The USSR even wants to
facilitate the lormation of such a union so that the Baltic Republics
would be a suflicienlly strong barrier against Germany"ir. Finally, half
a year later, the Latvian ambassador in Moscow, A. Bilrnanis, also rec-
ognized the change in Soviet attitudes toward the Baltic Republics.
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He wrote that "contrary to the practice ol the last several years', the

USSR was now viewing the closer relations among Latvia, Estonia

and Lithuania as 'something of a peace-strengthening faclor"t'.
These lemarks lrom various diplomats are often used in historical

literature to posit that the USSR had a lavorable attitude toward the

agreement of 12 September 1934r'. At first glance this text, lound in

an historical work, seems to be incontrovertible: 'Germany tolerated

the Baltic Entente, but the Soviet Union welcomed it'ro. But, no matter

how extensive these evaluations might be, they still appear to be

somewhat oversimplified. They do not answer the question of what

type of Baltlc Entente Moscow wished to see established, nor do they

speak to lhe issue of whether the USSR facilitated the eventual col-

lapse of the union or whether it actually was willing and able to
strengthen it.

The Soviet Union did not maintain a strongly determined and

unchanging policy toward the Baltic Entente' lt agreed to the forma-

tion of the union in the hopes that it would maintain the orientation and

direction which appeared to dominate at the time of its establishment.

Moscow believed the Baltic Entente to have something of an anti-

German tendency. lt was with good reason that a directive from the

Soviet Foreign Commissariat which was received by the Soviet
ambassador to l-atvia, S. Brodovskij , on 27 August 1934, the expected

agreennent and Estonia was judged to be

'with more ative ones"tt.
ln the Soviet diplomatic circles widely

believed that ttre formation ol the Battic Entente would lacilitate a positive

attitude by all three natrons toward the Eastern Pact, which the USSR

actually intended not as a pact of collective security, but rather as an anti-

German alliance. At the same lime however, Moscow did not eliminate

the possibility that as events developed, the Entente could come under the

influence of Germany and Poland. The Baltic Republics were slernly

warned about this possibility. They must not permit themselves to be

drawn into the nets of the "imperialist powers"'u .

An important element in the plans being developed by the USSR

was Lithuania, which had pro-Russian tendencies and orientations.

With its help, Moscow hoped to stabilize its influence in Riga and

Kaunas". M. Litvinov hoped that Lithuania's participation in the Baltic

Entente would neutralize Estonia's and Latvia's leanings toward
Germany and Polandrs. Lithuania could not, ol course, perlorm such a

function, and in this respect, Kaunas' benevolence gave Moscow noth-
ing. lt was nol within Lithuania's powers to change Estonia's pro-
German and pro-Polish foreign policy, nor to overcome its negative
attitude toward the USSR. Latvia took a neulral position during this
time. Riga's 'pro-German attitude" was all in the imagination of the
Soviets.

The tactical game being played by the Soviet Union in Kaunas
was implemented by Ambassador M. Karskij. An important task for
him was lo lacilitate a worsening ol relations between Lithuania and
Latvia/Estonia. He was also ordered to foste; anger in Kaunas against
Poland and Germany. Lithuania's ambassador in RIga, V. Vileisis,
noted on 17 February 1935 that Lithuania's bad relations with
Germany were in Russia's interests'. . Latvia's ambassador in
Kaunas, meanwhile, noted on 20 January 1936 that foreign policy ditfi-
culties lor Lithuania (and Latvia) usually improved M. Karskij,s moodE .

ln early 1936 Moscow's worries about a growing polish influence
in Latvia increased. V. Munters' late-March visit to Warsaw led to true
nervousness in Moscow, including suspicions that poland might
improve relations or even become lormally involved in the Baltic
Entente (sic! )". The USSR had no other choice than to stop trying to
highlight Kaunas'pro-Russian policies and implement a ditferent strat-
egy instead. M. Karskij was recalled to Moscow in December. His
successor, B. Podolskij, received instructions to facilitate the coopera-
tion of the Baltic Republicsz.

ln the second half of the 1930s Baltic policies of lhe USSR
became increasingly active. Externally these policies were displayed
as Soviet interest in the unity of its three small neighbors. ln January
1936, for example, Soviet Marshal M. Tuhachevskij, in London, urged
the Estonian army commander J. Laidoner to d
ation with Lithuania. J. Laidoner was not, of
these comments23. He believed that there were
sites in place for military cooperation between Estonia and Lithuania.
lf Estonia's foreign policy was characterized by its lack of trust in the
USSR and its good relations with Germany and poland, then Kaunas'
course was unqueslionably pro-Soviet, and Lithuania did not know
how to come to any agreement with the other major powers.

ln April 1936, the army headquarters commanders ol the three
Baltic Republics were invited to the May 1 parade in Moscow. They
received these invitations two weeks before the next regular meeting
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poland's Foreign Ministry, T. Kobylanski, concluded that Latvia's posi;

,tion was not sufficiently pro-Poliin,'and Lithuania was not ready to

give in's. Warsaw's attitude toward the en

irore negative, and its policies began to ne

of thinkinq which did not discount the po ta;

tion among Latvia, Estonia and Lithuania'
tn ord-er to weaken the already weak Baltic Entente, Poland

tively turned to Estonia. The strategy of favoring Tallinn gave unex

p".t"Ofy successlul results, because the actual leaders of Estoniar

ioreign policy (the generals J. Laidoner and N' Peek) dee

sympathized with the Poles and were most susceptible to their flat-
lerf'g . The political circles of both countries began to ever more fre-
quently discuss the matter of 'special relatio4s" between Estonia and
Poland which negatively inlluenced the situation in the Baltic Entente.
Atter meeting with T. Kobylanski on 16 December 1937, the Latvian
ambassador to Poland, M. Vallers, reported to Riga that lhe director ol
the Eastern department viewed the Baltic Entente unfavorably, was
most sharply inclined against Lithuania, harbored suspicions of a pro-
Soviet line in Latvia, and was playing a tactical game ol acting as
Estonia's protege and demonstrating happiness over strained relalions
between Latvia and Estonia, always laking Tallinn's side in any dis-
putet.

An important question concerns'whether Poland objectively could
strengthen the Baltic Entente after March 1938, when it forced a
renewal ol diplomatic relalions with Lithuaniar', thus eliminating a fun-
damental obstacle to Warsaw's relations with one of the Entente's
member nations. Historical literature includes information that in lhe
summer ol 1938 Poland appeared to be most eager to become a
member ol the Baltic Entenle, but this step was opposed by Latvia,
which leared becoming dependent on Poland and Estonias2. lt
appears thal these claims are not, however, truly representative ol
Poland's political views. The official newspaper Gazeta polska dis-
played a diflerent viewpoint in July 1938. Detailing the government's
views concerning the Baltic Entente it wrote that Poland would remain
faithful to the principles of its loreign policy - bilateral relations - and
would maintain a separate stand concerning each member nation of
the Baltic Entente33. From Poland's perspective this strategy was
undoubtedly more advantageous, because it could utilize very good rela-
tions with Estonia and good relations witr Latvia, and try to develop rela-
tons wifr Lihuania, too. Joining he Baltic Entente would engender oppo-
sition from the USSR and Germany, but would give litile to polish security.
The situation of he day gave no real Bahic Entente support to poland in
case of war with Germany or the Soviet Union.

The worsening ol Poland's international situation and the growing
strain in its relations with Germany lacilitated a change in Warsaw's
attitude toward lhe Baltic Entente at the end of 1938. Now it was inter-
ested to see that the Baltic alliance was strengthened and survived.
But Poland no longer had sufficient resources to ensure a consolida-
tion of the Baltic Entenle. The historian A. prazmovska writes that
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Poland,s loreign policy status in early 1939 was unenviable: all of its

neighbors either leared Germany or were increasingly coming under

its influence, or else they leared Berlin and were unable to develop a

sufficiently independent policy' .

Potand's abililies to influence the situation in the Baltic sea region
of
e.
of
s,

because a balance of power among its three large neighboring states

was the main objective factor ensuring the independence of the three

nations. The LaNian loreign policy leadership was well aware ol this

fact. ln a discussion with J. Beck on 28 october 1938, the Latvian

ambassador to Warsaw, L. E(is, stated that a strong Poland was in

LaNia's intelestsrt .

At a time when the balance ol powers was irreversibly swinging in

Germany's favor, i c

grew considerablY. Y

ibttowing Berlin's in h

conference, Latvia e

1939, the director ol department lV of the Auswaertiges Amt' V' von

Grundherr, noted: "The growing influence of Greater Germany led

1 Gelmany'

" lement its

a lacilitated

by the blind faith Estonia's military leadership put in Germany's worth-

less promises and flattery. K. Selter, too, favored a decidedly pro'

German course of action after he became Estonia's foleign minister in

the spring of 1938. German
nesses" and suggested that
K. Selter's great ambitions in

Berlin did not like the B

began to dominate at the German Foreign Ministry that Estonia could
be used lo force Latvia into closer relations with Germany,. . On
29 October of the same year, V. von Grundherr inlormed the Estonian
ambassador to Berlin, K. Tofer, that Germany would like to see the
leadership of the Baltic Entente come inlo Estonian hands as quickly
as possible3o.

Unlike the major powers in lhe Baltic Sea region, England and
France at least verbally supported the Baltic Entente and favored its
strengthening. Paris and London had no objection to making the tri-
parlite alliance into a military union. So, lor example, information from
the Latvian ambassador to England, K. Zari45, contained in his report
to K. Ulmanis on 13 February 1936, indicated that Lithuanian Foreign
Minister S. Lozoraitis, while in London for the funeral of King George
V, had asked the British foreign secretary, A. Eden, how England
would feel about a Baltic military union. A. Eden responded that the
English government would lavor such a union, because then the situa-
tion of the Baltic Republics "would be much more secure, and they
would not have to lear every external wind'to.

Such support had little true impact, however, England did not
wish to undertake any obligations. ln February 1936, for example, the
British Cabinet of Ministers rejected a memorandum from the director
of the Foreign Office Northern Department, L. Collier, which proposed
policies in the Baltic Republics which would oppose the strengthening
of Germany's political and economic influence there{r . Another fairly
significant indicator was a list prepared by the Foreign Office in 1937
which set out those nations which had pliority in receiving weapons
lrom Britain. Estonia was in 12th place on the list, Latvia in 13th and
Lithuania in 14th (first place belonged to Egypt, second to Alghanistan
and third to Belgium)4. This list clearly indicated British priorities. The
Baltic Republics could hope lor nothing. ln May 1937 V. Munters was
in London and noted that the Brits did not wish to provide weapons to
the Balts and were even beginning to refuse sales of iron, steel and
coalo' . lt was clear that the Baltic Entente, which was subject to bitter
internal disagreements and quarrels, could be strengthened only by
active and pointed policies by France and Britain in the Baltic, with
those two countries undertaking true political and military obligations.
This option was, however, ruled out by the insignilicant place taken by
the three small countries in British and French foreign policy priorities.
England had politically distanced ilself from Eastern Europe as far
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back as the 1920s, while France, which viewed its allies in the region
(Poland, Czechoslovakia, et a/") as nothing more than a 'distant
Maginot line*, paid scant attention to the Baltic Republics. lt was no

accident that Paris was the one which in the spring and summer ol
1939 was prepared to leave the Ballic Republics to the fates and
'hand them over" lo the Soviet Union with all the consequences which

would emanale lrom such a move. England, however, for a short lime
longer tried {o play the role of a selfless defender of the Baltic
Republics, in order to keep this advantageous myth alive and maintain
the traditional image which it had sought lo establish all throughout the
interwar period.

It might seem a bit ancillary here to touch on the issue of Japan's
policies in the Baltic area in the 1930s. After World War l, Japan
became a new arrival in the club of large nations. The Japanese lelt
that being considered a small nation was tragic, so they were lelieved
lo find themselves no longer considered a small country. But Japan's
loreign policy was not realistic. Deviously violaling the principles of
the League ol Nations, Japan became an aggressor, was ejected lrom
the League, and came close to diplomatic isolation.

This was the context in which Japan developed its policies con-
cerning the small nations of Europe. Japan viewed these countries as
pawns in its foreign policy game. On 23 December 1936, Japan's
charge d'affaires in Latuia, Makoto Sakuma, was promoted to lhe title
of authorized minister, and in February 1937 he was appointed, at the
same rank, to Estonia and Lithuania as well. Japan viewed the Baltic
Republics through the prism ol its hostile relations with the USSR.
This policy could not give anything to Baltic security - on lhe contrary,
it could only reduce it.

Japan's ambassador to Vienna, Masauki Tani, wrote to Tokyo on

5 November 1937, saying that all ol the nations which neighbored the
USSR, excepting Czechoslovakia and China, were dreaming of the liq-

uidation ol the USSR. The Japanese became hostage to lhis idea
when they were lorming their policies, and any Japanese activity drew
rapid and preventive counteractivity lrom the Soviets.

For example, as soon as Japan developed the idea of ensuring its
political and rnilitary interests in Europe under the guise ol cultural
agreements, the USSR gravely warned the Baltic Republics against
such pactso'. ln the 1930s, Japan mainly tried to use the Baltic

Republics as a base lor spying against the Soviet Union. The mutual
relations ol the three Baltic Republics in the context ol the Baltic
Entente held liille interest lor Japan. All in all, Japan was a completely
insignificant factor in Baltic security potricy.
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V. The Baltic Entente and Scandinavia

The Scandinavian countries had little interest in lhe Baltic Entente,
and the role Scandinavian policies played in the disintegration of the
Entente was quite insignificant. During a visit to Finland in April 1937,
Latvian Foreign Minisler V. Munters remarked that Denmark and
Norway were lully uninterested in the Baltic situation and that relations
were developing only with Sweden and Finlandi. For this reason, it is
logical to review only the policies of these two nations.

Latvian and Estonian officials in the mid-1930s lrequently support-
ed closer political ties with Sweden'. On a practical level, however,
this proved impossible, because it was entirely contrary to the foreign
policy course which had been developed by Stockholm. Beginning in
1933, the Swedes displayed a policy of open disinterest in the Baltic
Republics, and they took many steps to make this policy clear to out-
siders. Political conlacts with Baltic diplomats were narrowed consid-
erably, and discussions with them avoided, wherever possible, any
political subjects' . Sweden developed relations with Latvia and
Estonia very cautiously, trying to avoid any step that would complicate
affairs or engender a negative response in the USSR. The Swedes
tried to explain and justify their policy ol disinterest by saying that they
were opposed to the authoritarian regimes in Latvia. This was true.
Neither Sweden nor Finland approved ol the dictatorships of K.
Ulmanis, K. Pets and A. Smetona. ln August 1937, lor example,
Finnish Foreign Minister R. Holsti was asked by his Estonian iounter-
part, F. Akel, whether "closer cooperation between the Baltic countries
and the Scandinavian counties' was possible and responded clearly
and definitely: "None ol the Scandinavian nations did not consider
closer cooperation with the Baltic Republics to be possible. The rea-
son - they say we are dictators. ln this respect they see no differ-
ence between the individual Baltic Republics. They say all three are
the same{.

The "Scandinavian dreams" which were rile among Baltic diplomats
did not influence them sutficiently to make them completely lose touch
u,ith reality. Many Baltic diplomats were quite objective in evaluating
Stockholm's policy. For example, Latvia's ambassador to the
Scandinavian nations, P. SEja, noted in the summer of 1935 that
Sweden, of course, r ras interested in the survival ol independent Baltic
states, but a political union among the countries with the aim of
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ensuring the status quo in the Eastern palt of the Baltic Sea was
'unthinkable in the near future"'. F. Akel made similar remarks at the

seventh conlerence of the Ballic Entente loreign ministers. He

remarked thet the Estonians "had only friends' in Sweden, but official

Stockholm wanted nothing to do with any political cooperation with
Estoniao .

ln distancing itself lrom the Baltic Republics, Sweden tried to

avoid any international obligations which were applicable to the Baltic

countries. One such obligation was Paragraph 16 of the League of
Nations statutes. ln 1937, Swedish Foreign Minister R. Sandler was
the first (!) to start diplomatic maneuvels aimed at persuading the
weak and unprotected Baltic Republics to disclaim the sanctions-relat-
ed paragraphl. At lirst this Swedish pressure was mel by opposition'
Latvia, and to a lesser exlent Estonia, rejected the idea' But the
'scandinavian dreams" (as well as suggestions from other nations)

tooktheil toll. ln 1938 the Baltic Republics decided on a course ol
self-isolation, disclaimed the paragraph in question, and declared
absolule neutrality. The Swedes, who had no inlerest in the late of the
Baltic Entente, had done their "dirty work". The Estonians interpreted

these events as demonstrating that the Baltic Republics had observed
.solidarite nordique" (this was a phrase used by Tallinn diplomat
A. Piip in November 1938)8. One can only wonder at the Estonians'

enchantment with this idea.
On the eve of World War ll, and in the early phases of the war,

Sweden at lirst avoided and then, on 9 October 19380, rejected the
idea of exporting arms to the Baltic Republics. The Swedes lelt that
leducing or even banning the export ol weapons would serve as a
resource to limit any conflict in the Baltic Republics in terms of the geo-

graphic area it covered'.. Clearly this position damaged Baltic security

and made it easier for Moscow to implement its aggressive policies.

The Swedes believed lhat the Soviet Union was lhe main potential

claimant ol Baltic territoly, and they thought of the Soviets as
Sweden's major potential aggressor. But Swedish military headquar-

ters did not believe that theil territory would be directly threatened if

the Soviet armed lorces were to occupy the Ballicsrr.
Until lhe end of 1935, Finland could not really decide whether to

consider itself a Baltic country or to orienl itself to Scandinavia. The

Finns did, however, take a lairly dim view of Latvia's and Estonia's
cooperalion with Lithuania. Helsinki's policies had a de facto effect in

separating Lithuania away lrom Latvia and Estonia. The Lithuanian
ambassador to Tallinn, B. Dailide, inlormed R. LiepilS in January 1935
that S. Lozoraitis, on returning lrom Helsinki, had concluded that there
should be no more discussions with Finland concerning political rela-

tions". The Finns felt that Lithuania's orienlation was excessively pro-

Soviet, anti-German and anti-Polish. They were especially alraid of
possible military cooperation between Latvia and Lithuania. For this
reason, the very active Finnish ambassador in Riga, E. Palin, used his
personal fiiendship with V. Munters to persuade the loreign minister

that such a relationship should not be established. ln a discussion on
11 February 1935, E. Palin emphasized that Lithuania was facilitating
the possibility of greater Soviet influence in the Balticr3.

Riga's policies toward Finland were not unchanging. ln the first half

ol the 1930s, Latvia's loreign policy leadership believed that one of its
obligations was to secure closer political ties between Latvia and Finland.

At the same time, however, it was quite cleal that there could be no hope
lor early su@ess in these efforts, because there were several objeclive
factors which were pressing the Finns lo demonslrate a chilly attiiude
toward closer ties with the Baltic Republics. Sweden's policies, for exam-
ple, intervened in the process of developing better political ties between
Latvia and Finland, as did Helsinki's foreign policy orientation and
Finland's relatively isolated geographic position. Even among Latvia's
diplomats the view held sway that Finland was in a mole secure situation
than were the Baltic Republics and that it was not as tempting to Russia
as were Latvia and Estonia with their ports. Closer political cooperation
between Latvia and Finland was also hampered by he fact that the two
nations had different opinions concerning the extent to which they were

threatened. Finland lelt threatened only by tre Soviet Union, while Latvia

felt threatened both by the USSR and by Germany.
Several Riga diplomats felt that Latvia's chosen strategy ham-

pered Latvian-Finnish relations. ln June 1934, the Latvian ambas-
sador in Helsinki, V. SUmanis, wrote to K. Ulmanis that 'our lriendship
with Finland has been offered in a way that one would otfer old bread

- whether in the proper place or not in the proper place". V. S[manis
added that the strategy was a policy of an outstrelched hand, which
had created that impression in Helsinki that Latvia's friendship was
guaranteed even il Finland undertook no obligations".

According to V. S0manis' information, Latvia changed this strate-
gy in May 1934, implementing a very dilferent strategy which was
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characterized by a cool attitude on the part of the Latvians and a pre-
sentation ol the image that Latvia was not really all that interested in
close political cooperation with Finland. An important element of this
strategy, fol example, was a series of articles in the Latvian press
which emphasized that given the situation with Karelia, which was a
popular issue among Finnish young people, Latvia did not wish to get
involved in close political cooperalion in Finland, because this might
drag Latvia inlo a conllict with the USSR'5.

An unexpectedly harsh attitude toward Finland was displayed by
V. Munters when he spoke at the second conference of Latvian
ambassadors in 1935. ln his speech he said that Finland was tradi-
tionally considered a nation which could join the Baltic Entenle. But
V. Munters fully discounted this possibility. He said the idea was
made impossible by Finland's "Scandinavian dreams" and by the lact
that "in the major problem, Germany-Russia, it has a very definite
stand - for the lormer and against the laller'16.

Unlike Latvia, Estonia had great hopes for closer ties with the eth-
nically related Finns. This was rellected in Tallinn's economic policies,
as well. On 2 September 1937, Estonia and Finland signed a trade
agreement which for the first time did not include Estonia's 'Baltic
clause" - a clause which until that time had been included in all Baltic
trade agreements. Hoping that a distancing from the Baltic Entente
would stengthen its lies with Scandinavia, the Estonian government
demonstratively turned away from trade cooperation with Latvia and
Lithuania. On 27 December 1937, in femeri, V. Munters held a pri-
vate meeting with Estonian Foreign Minister F. Akel, who raised the
question of trade talks with Latvia. F. Akel invited a Latvian delegation
to Tallinn in January 1938, but added that Estonia would have to coor-
dinate its position with Finland. V. Munters wrote to the ambassador
to Estonia, E. Krievi45, on 4 January 1938 and was justified in noting:
"To first reach an agreement and then ask Finland's permission lor the
agreement to take effect, that is not acceptable to the Latvian govern-
ment"t7.

Estonia paid particular attention to the development of military
contacts with Finland. ln July 1938, the commander of the Finnish
army, H. Osterman, visited Estdnia to discuss the protection ol the Bay
of Finland and its shores. H. Osterman wished to consider this matter
from a military and technical aspect, but the Estonians wished to

attach a political significance to the question, as well. H. Osterman
rejected this idea, saying that it would not correspond wilh Finland's
foreign policy orientation'8. Nevertheless, Finland's military leadership
continued conlacts with Estonia, but these did not lead to practical mil-
itary cooperation. ln September 1938, a representative of Finland's
general headquaders, Maj. lngelius, visited Estonia and met with Col.
R. Maasing. ln their discussion, the two men discussed possible joint
operations by and informalion exchanges between the navigs and
coast guard units ol both nations. Had lhere been cooperation
between the Finnish coastal artillery unit (the Makiluoto battery, which
was situated on Finland's Cape Porkkala) and the Estonian batteries
at Naissar and Aegna, this could have been of great strategic signifi-
cance. Such cooperation could have posed a serious threat to the
Soviet navy. But this military cooperation was never implemented.
The Finnish military headquarters was lorced to keep in step with the
Scandinavian orientation which had dominated in Finland since 1935,
and so it began to devote ever less attention to Estonia. As has been
noted by the Finnish author M. Turtola, the joint defense ol the world's
strongest coastal fortresses was not organized"'n.

ln 1939 the Estonians began to understand that the Scandinavian
countries did not wish to see 'overly close ties between Finland and
Estonia' (this lormulation was stated by the Latvian ambassador to the
United States, A. Bilmanis)'zo. They tried, albeit slowly, to rid them-
selves of any illusions concerning cooperation wilh Finland. On
12 June 1939, the Latvian ambassador in Tallinn, V. Slmans, reported
to the Foreign Ministry that '... all-types of argumenls are being sought
to somehow patch together cooperation between Estonia and
Scandinavia"". On 15 June V. S0mans was already reporting that
K. Selter had come to an important conclusion: "Attempts to lind politi-
cal harmony with Finland have yielded such resulls that he would
ralher not repeat the etlorl"z . Despite all this, the Estonians continued
to maintain certain hopes of cooperation with Finland until September
1 939.

Alongside the "Scandinavian dreams" of the Baltic Republics,
Estonia's special approach to Finland (that ol an ally without any
union) reflected a certain inferiority complex among the Baltic peoples.
Orientalion by one Baltic Republic toward another was considered
almoSt beneath the country's honor, while Scandinavia was
considered to be worthy of admiration. Hopes that there might be
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closer ties with the nalions ol Scandinavia were not destroyed even in
the lace ol the Scandinavians' distinctly egoistic (to put it mildly) poli-
cies which were characterized by a deep lack of concern about the
late ol the Baltic Republic. Frequently these unlounded hopes led lo
inappropriate foreign policy decisions in Latvia23 and Estonia, and
objectively this was a disintegrating tactor for lhe Baltic Entente, if a
relalively unimportant one.
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Vl. The Bole ol the Baltic Entente in the Foreign Policy ol
Latvia, Estonia and Lithuania

LaNia, Lithuania and Estonia had both common hopes and diver-

gent hopes where the Baltic Entente was concerned. All three nalions

were inlerested in strengthening their security and independence.
They were intrigued by the idea that by uniting lorces they could

achieve an increase in their inlluence and prestige in Eulopean policy.

They also hoped to use the union to reach better solutions in difficult
matters of closer relations among themselves, although in practice the

usefulness of the alliance proved rather small and limited. None of its

major purposes was achieved in the face of international crisis. The

Baltic Entente turned out to be weak and helpless. lt did not save, nor

could it save Latvia, Lithuania and Estonia from destruction. The

Baltic, Republics became victims of Soviet aggression'
Each of he Baltic Bepublics assigned the alliance a different level of

importance in the system of loreign policy piorities' Similarly, the three had

differing views concerning the necessity and usefulness ol strengthening the

Baltic Entente. These views were basically determined by several factors,

both objective and subjective. Baltic cooperation was hampered by no

sense of unrty, by different geopolitical considerations in fie region, by differ-

ing interpretations of tre international situation and differing foreign policy

orientations, by uneven lelations with the mapr powers and uneven atti-

tudes toward potential enemies. Moreover, many ol the tue leaders of the

Baltic foreign policy agenda were not fully right for he |ob. They were not

always able to correctly determine the true priorities ol heir national interest,

and one more ilran one occasion, their attitude toward a neighboring country

was dictated by emotions, sympathies and antipatries. This was true, lor

example, of V. Munters and J. Laidoner. The ambitions ol the two men left a

very negative impact on relations between Latvia and Estonia. The situation

was also complicated by the enmity other Estonian political leaders felt

toward V. Munters. At a meeting of the Latvian Cahinet of Ministers on 16

April 1936, when V. Munters'was being considered for the post of loreign

minister, K. Ulmanis noted that Estonian Foreign Minister J. Selpmaa had

said that there would be no friendship wih V. Munters at he head of the

ion was drawn by tre foreign minister of
needed a detailed evaluation, even if

ided. Nothing of the sort haPPened,
Ulmanis and Munlers were of a fullY

unprecedented characler, and so there could be no serious audit of
the foreign minister's performance2

ln the mid to late 1930s, it was Latvia which paid the greatest
attention to the Ballic Entente. Latvia,defended the idea that mutual
trust among the Baltic peoples should be strengthened. Speaking at
the second conlerence of Latvian ambassadors, V. Munters said that
the main objective of the Baltic Nations should be to 'cement lriend-
ship as broadly as possible [among the Baltic Republics], facilitate
mutual acquaintanceship, education, mulual respect, because the slo-
gan of our cooperation can be a sufficient program if we add the thesis
of joint defense against Germany and Russia and our mission of neu-
trality on the Eastern shore ol the Baltic Sead.

Ol course at the same time V. Munters had no sympathies for
Estonia's loreign policy direction, and he could not lind the necessary
pre-requisites for Estonian and Latuian cooperation. He stated that
the Baltic Entente's 'internal cohesion is still not strong"l . Speaking of
the internal situation in the alliance in the summer of 1935, V. Munters
stated: 'Lithuania with two serious problems and a strong orientation
toward Moscow, which realistically is poorly justified. Estonia with its
pathological mania about Poland and its entirely calcified doctrines in
loreign policy, led by an army commander [J. Laidoner - 1.F., A.S.], and
also full ol elernal jealousy and carelessness, with some kind ol mystic
plan about 'Drang nach der Daugava' and a peculiar orientation
toward Finland. And us - the country which has to maintain balance
among all three and which faces all the pressure lrom nations which
are dissatisfied with ttre independent policies ol the Baltic States,
including, sometimes, our allies, the Estonians"s.

V. Munt'ers was supported by all the other LaWian diplomats in his
conviction that the Baltic. Entente should be strengthened. The
ambassador in London, K. ZariqS, lor example, was convinced that the
Baltic Entente must become not just a political, but also an economic
and military union. Zari4S lelt that in order to achieve this, Latvia and
Estonia must first prod Lithuania into normalizing relations with
Germany and Poland. He urged both nations to put pressure on
Lithuania in this respect, to make'the Lithuanians understand the serF
ousness of the situation and comprehend that a conllict with Poland
over Vilnius could be fateful for all three Baltic Republicsc .

The etfort expended by Latvian diplomats to strengthen the Baltic
Entente could not be doubted. This was recognized by numerous
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neutral observers, including the German ambassador,in Riga,
E. Schack. ln the annual report he prepared lor the Auswaertiges
Amt, he otlered the loreign policy analysis that in 1935 Latvia had tried
in every way to emphasize the impoilance of the Baltic Entente, in

order lo increase the inlluence of the Baltic Republics in European pol-

itics. E. Schack lelt that Latvia was openly angling for the leading role

in the unionT.
ln lhe next years, too, trust in the Ballic Entente was a colner-

stone in Latvian foreign policf. LaNia devoted definite attention to the

bettering of relations with its partners in the alliance. ln the case of
Lithuania this was difficult without lacilitating the resolution of ils 'spe-

cial problems", so Latvia was active in this area, as well. E. Schack

reported, for example, that in the two conferences held by Baltic

Entente loreign ministers in 1937, V. Munters tried to convince
S. Lozoraitis that Lithuania should steer a moderate course and avoid

any activities which might be interpreted as attempts to "lithuanianize"

the Memel legion. V. Munters was worried about a possible downturn

in relalions between German and Lithuania which could leave a nega-

tive impact on l-atvia and the Baltic Ententeo '
As far as Lithuania rvas con@tned, the Baltic Entente played no

great role in its foreign policy, because it could nol hope for Latvian

and Eslonian support in its efforts to resolve the matter ol Vilnius.

Given that Poland was a large country, Estonia systematically defend-

ed Warsaw (Kaunas' enemy number one) in the Polish-Lithuanian
conflict which the LaNian ambassador to Poland, M. Valters, had char-

actelized as being in "a stage of chronic illness'ro. Latvia was some-

what pushy in otfering its own assistance in settling the Lithuanian-

Polish conflict, but it, too, took a position which was advantageous to

Poland - recognizing the territorial status quo which placed Vilnius in

Poland't. Lithuania's major goal in the Vihius matlel was to get
Poland to admit that the question was still open for discussion"' ln the

mid-1930s, the Lithuanians wele still not ready to disclaim the lanatical

slogan, 'We will not rest without Vilnius!"
Lithuania briefly sought reluge in the Baltic Entente atter linding

itsell disappointed in the speculative game ol politics which involved

establishing lriendship with maior countries with conflicting interests.

Kaunas expected its alliance parlners to be forthcoming in carrying out

what had been promised, but instead it lound avoidance and even
improper action. Neither Estonia nor Latvia wanted to keep in force

the agreement ol May 1934 which stated that Germany's activities in
the KlaipEda (Memel) region might threaten Latvia and Estonia, too.
As the international situation deteriorated, both countries distanced
themselves from the position which had been coordinated among
lhem earlier. The first signs that Latvia and Estonia were again treat-
ing Memel as an foreign policy problem only for Lithuania came at the
second conference of Baltic Entente foreign ministers, which took
place in Kaunas in May 193513. Considerably later, in November 1937,
the Estonian ambassador to Lithuania, O. Opik, told S. Lozoraitis
lrankly that Estonia was not prepared to otfer any advice to Lithuania
on the Memel question, because the Geneva agreement did not pro_
vide lor cooperation in the area of 'specific problems'. s. Lozoraitis

aip6da was attacked,
ng war with Germany.
at if that were to hap-
to help Lithuania"'{.

ln the mid-1930s, the'German factor'began to pose a serious
threat to Klaip6da (Memel) and to Lithuanian independence. The time

so that the country's intolerable foreign policy tension would abate
somewhat. On 18 April 1935 he submitted a memorandum to
President A. smetona which contained the principles lor an agreement
with Poland and set out a new security conception for Lithuania. The

ihe Lithuanians were not prepared militarily
two battles at once - the effort to regain

otect Klaip6da (Memel)r6. Lithuania's earlier

tled their teiritorial disputes. s. Lozoraitis felt that the strategy would
be useful to Lithuania not only in the batfle over Klaip6da (Memel), but
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also in lhe sense that it would give a new impulse in the 'Vilnius mat-

ler"t'"
S. Lozoraitis had a conception of foreign policy which was qualita-

tively different lrom lhe one held earlier by A. Valdemarasls.
A. Valdemaras had supported the search lor agreements with Moscow

and Berlin which could be used against Poland. Without a dourrl, lhe

new Lozoraitis policy was more appropriate for the situation of the day.

But A. Smetona rejected S. Lozoraitis' initiative", and the recbmmen-

dation was-never put into practice. Lithuania cnntinued its efforts to
play the mhjor powers off against one another, and its loreign policy

continued to be deformed. The force which could countel the growing

threat from Getmany was never found, nor could it be found. When

the inevitable occupation ol KlaipEda finally happened, Lithuania was

a shining example of isolation. For this, it could 'thank" its alliance
partners, as well as Moscow.

Even after the establishment ol the Baltic Entente, the priority in
Lithuanian loreign policy remained relations with the Soviet Union.

This tradition had its roots in the early days of Lithuanian indepen-

dence and could not be overcome. Since 1926, Lithuania had had

special relations with the USSR in the lolm of a "gentleman's agree-
ment" which included the provision that Kaunas would keep Moscow

informed about its foreign policy. On 22 May 1931 Lithuania promised

to inform the Soviet Union about all matters concerning its relations

with the Baliic Republies. After the Geneva agleement was signed,

the Lithuanians went a step further, making the surprising announce-
ment that it considered its 'gentleman's agreemenl'with Moscow to be

rnore important than the agreement with Estonia and Latvia'. On the

one hand, this rellected Lithuania's unlounded hopes that the USSR

would support it in its conflict with Poland and Germany, but on the

other hand, it also signified the low esteem in which the Lithuanians

held the Baltic Entente. This leads to the question ol why the alliance

was necessary at all il that was one partner's approach to it from the

very beginning.
Moscow's influence over Lithuanian foreign policy continued to

have a delorming effect. The Soviet Union tried to create the impres-

sion in Kaunas that in the event ol a conllict with Poland, the USSR

wouhl come to Lithuania's aid. President A. Smetona believed these
promises, and this strengthened his resolve to oppose any agleement
with Warsaw. But when in March 1938 Poland submitted an ultimatum

-to 
Lithuania, demanding that diplomatic ties be established, Moscow

did very little on Kaunas' behalf.- ln fact, the only advice which came
from Moscow was that the Lithuanians should accept the Polish over-
lure. On 22 March the Latvian ambassador in Lithuania, L. SEja,
reported lo Riga that Soviet prestige was diminishing in Kaunas" .

Russia experienced a serious ctiplomatic defeat which led to a reduc-
tion in its influence. Meeting in Kaunas in October 1938, Lithuania's
ambassadors decided to discontinue the country's loreign policy orien-
tation toward Moscow, moving instead to draw closer to Latvia and
Estonia and improve relalions with Poland" . The very pro-Soviet
Lithuanian ambassador in Moscow, T. Baltru5aitis, was recalled23.

The Baltic Entente played an even lesser role in Estonia's foreign
policy than it did in Lithuania's, though in the tirst years after the
Geneva agreement was signed, Tallinn stated its official view that the
union should be strengthened. During the time that J. Seljamaa was
at the head of the Foreign Ministry, Tallinn's pcilicies were not "anti-
Baltic", nor were they aimed at keeping conflicts among the Balti,c
Republics alive. J. Seljamaa did not often submit to the 'unofficial for-
eign policy leader" in Eslonia, J. Laidoner, and was viewed by Latvian
diplomats as a "fierce defender of close cooperation among the Baltic
Republics'oa. As a former ambassadol to Kaunas, J. Seljamaa was
well aware of Lithuania's complicated foreign policy situation and tried
to maintain correct relations with Lithuania'z5. Naturally, he was not
happy with Lithuania's 'specific problems" or with the deterioration ol
German-Lithuanian relations over Lithuanian policies in the Klaip6da
(Memel) region. ln the summi;r ol 1935, the LaWian ambassador to
Tallinn, R. Liepi45, wrote about the Estonian altitude toward the
strengthening ol the Baltic Entente, concluding that the Eslonians,
"unlike Lithuanians, will not want to undertake any new obligations
until a modus vivendi is found in the'Vilnius and Klaip6da questions'u.

ln May 1936, F. Akel became Estonia's foreign minister. Latvia's
diplomats characterized him as a "great polophile and germanophile"'?T

who always spoke of the 12 September agreement 'with negative criti-
cism and even hidden sarcasm"'. At a meeting with the Latvian
ambassador to Germany half a year belore he ascended to lhe minis-
ter's chair, F. Akel stated that 'the Baltic Entente was already dead'
and that 'nothing could come of it''. F. Akel came to this conclusion
early in 1936, when only three confelences of foreign ministers had
taken place. lt is clear now that he never believed in the idea of the
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Baltic Entente, at least in the form which it took in september 1934.
F. Akel did not leel that close relations among Latvia, Estonia and
Lithuania were possible as long as Lithuania had unsettled relations
with Germany and Polandil. This was not an illogical conclusion.

the areas ost unsat-isfactory . Schack,reported German_Estonian ians were
particularly suspicious about such events as the arrival of the German
cruiser "Leipzig" in Tallinn and the participation of Eslonian officers in
German military maneuverso.

ln the second half of the 1930s, disharmony in the Baltic Entente
increased considerably. Voices began to be heard in Estonia which
called for an end to cooperation, and this led to an irreversible deteriora-
tion in relations ia.
between the two n 1

headquarters, wil up
which did not pro b
German attack and discounted any Latvian assistance to Estonia in case
ol aggression from the USSR. ln short, h had
existed at least on paper up to that time w yef .

ln 1938, Gen. J. Laidoner met with the in the
Baltic Republics, J. C. Wiley, and restated the welFknown trulh: if war
broke out, it was doubtful that so much as one Eslonian military unit
would wish to go to Latvia's aid{. The American Latvian historiin E.

state of
rts lailed
the twonations, the path of the Baltic Republics,including American autror, howevei, wrob

that amo ft was precisely Estonia which had
the most

This issue cannot be viewed unequivocally. The Estonian military
command had delinite arguments againsl cooperation with Latvia.
One of these was lhat_in the 1930s, Estonia's military qnd political
leadership came to the conclusion lhat Estonia's main enemy was the
USSR. Latvia was viewed as an uncertain ally in opposition to the
Russians. Three Estonian colonels alliliated with the Abwehr,
R. Maasing, V. Saarsen and L. Jakobsen, stated this view frankly,
remarking that if the Russians were to enter Latvia, Latvia would wel-
come them with open arms (the position of the Estonian colonels was
also noted in a memorandum issued by the German Foreign Ministry
on 8 November 1938, which stated that Latvia's army was the weakest
link in Baltic delense and was more anti-German than anti-Soviet in
orientation)37. lf in the mid-1930s ttre Estonians had felt that Latvia
was an insufficienl ally, now they began to view their neighbor as an
unsale and untrustworthy ally. lt is true that there were some pro-
Soviet leanings in the Latvian army, but the Estonians exaggerated
these, and their position was not correct.

Latvia and Estonia had ditlerences in opinion in other areas, as
well. lmportant foreign policy questions were not always coordinated
between lhe two countries, and this often led to dissatisfaction on the
part ol one ally. ln January 1938, lor example, V. Munters oflended
lhe Estonians by rushing to become the first Baltic foreign minister to
raise a toast to the king of ltaly and emperor ol Abyssinia", thus rec-
ognizing the occupation ol Abyssinia. V. Munters had discussed the
Abyssinian matter in September 1937, during the annual session of
the League of Nations, and both F. Akel and S. Lozoraitis had agreed
wilh him that the occupation of Abyssinia would have to be recog-
nized. Neither F. Akel nor S. Lozorailis wished to hurry in this respect,
however. They wanted to wait unfif the major powers recognized the
occupalion first. But V. Munters wanted to draw attention to himself by
going ahead with the recognition, and this displeased both his col-
leaguess.

The Baltic Entente was not up to resolving any of the important
crises which arose during its existence. The alliance demonstrated
absolute helplessness in March 1938, when the Polish-Lithuanian con-
flicl began. At the end ol 1938, the Entente suflered an unmistakable
political collapse after Estonian Foreign Ministqr K. Selter began a
concerted effort to tear down the already weak union. K. Selter pro-
posed postponing the ninth conference ol Baltic Entente loreiEn
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ministers, which was scheduled to meet in Kaunas on 19 Decembet' .

This step was not without its purpose. The Estonians supported
Germany's pressure on Lithuania in the matter ol Klaip6da, and they
did not want lo listen to Lithuanian complaints at the conlerence.
Tallinn's activities were also influenced by jealousy over V. Munters'

admirable activities in visiting London, Copenhagen and Berlin. On 23

December 1938, the Latvian foreign minister wrote to the ambassador
in Tallinn, V. S0manis, that'Estonia's attitude and behavior in this mat-

ter [the postponement of the conlerence - 1.F., A.S.] contains a cer-

tain amount ol political timidity, but it also has some elements of
intrigue'.. This analysis was not, of course, surprising to V' Slmanis.
Two weeks later he reported to RIga: "One thing which is now lully
clear is that the biggesi reason lor the postponement was that lhe
Estonians wanted to make a slatement against the Latvian foreign
minister, i.e., his propaganda trip. The idea and wish to 'hit' the
Latvian loreign minister has persisted lairly broadly here"al.

The result ol Estonia's inllexible and short-sighted policy was that
at the beginning of 1939, cooperation among the Baltic Republics
were basically gone. The situation which had developed in advance ol
the postponed ministerial conference was characterized very well by

the A" Stegmanis, the director ol the Foreign Ministry's political depart-
ment. On 2January 1939, in an official letter to the ambassador in

Belgium, lr/. Valters, he listed three factors which were hampering
Baltic cooperation: "1) Lithuania's foreign policy problems: Vilnius
(much lesS now than before) and Klaip6da (much more now than
before), which do not directly touch both other countries and in which
neither Latvia nor Estonia wishes to become involved; 2) Estonia's

erroneous conception about the Finnish-Scandinavian olientation
which has been artificially created, is without any visible results, and
leaves the Baltic Entente on the back burner. A significant example of
this tendency is Estonia's intention to propose at the next conlerence
of Baltic loreign ministers that the numbel of regular conlerences be

reduced; 3) A certain rivalry among the three Baltic Bepublics or, to
put it more precisely, the hidden dissatislaction in Estonia and
Lithuania about Latvia's supposed better position*'.

The ninth conference ol Baltic Entente loreign ministers linally
assembled in Kaunas on 1 February 1939, but it achieved nothing

other than to demonstratb that the aliiance was essentially defunct.
With some difficulty, the ministers prepared a "completely insignificant"

(according to the Swedish newspapet Dagens Nyheter ) joint commu-
niqueo3. At a time when true unity was nec€ssary, the Baltic Republics
found themselves distanced from one another, with no serious political
or military cooperatioh, covered by on-paper neutrality, without any
allies. Moreover, each,of the three republics not only did not strength-
en, but actually weakened the already shaky international situation of
the others. At least as lar as Latvia was concerned, this conclusion
was stated by V. Munters in a circular to Latvia's anbassadors which
was dated 26 April 1939: "Maneuvering among the three neighbors,
each ol which views the others with mistrust, the common border with
the USSR, the very short distance between Germany's territory and
ours, unclear policies in the North, an unstable situation to the South,
lhe German minority ... - all these circumstances, when taken togeth-
er, justify our call lor strong nerves, clear vision, and a firm mind"?'.

The collapse of the Baltic Entente occurred against a background
of decreasing international security in Eastern Europe. After Germany
annexed the Klaip6da (Memel) region in the spring of 1939, new ele-
ments became visible in major power politics which were cleaJly dan-
gerous to the Baltic Republics. Hitler's decision to resolve the 'Polish
problem" by military means, Stalin's disinterest in defending Poland,
and England's inability lo offer effective assistance to Poland and the
Baltic Republics - all these lactors lacilitated the onset of a situation
where the aggressive intentions of the USSR and Germany in lhe
Baltic Republics could realistically be carried out. No matter what polF

cies Latvia, Lithuania and Estonia adopted now, they could not really
hope to maintain their full independence.

The fate ol the Baltic Republics was sealed in negotiations
between the Soviet Union and Germany, which closed on 23 August
1939 with a non-aggression pact which included an integrally ippor-
tant secret protocol on the division of spheres of interest. Finland,
Latvia and Estonia (and, alter 28 September, Lithuania) were "turned
over'lo the USSR. Given the rapidly changing international situation
and the war which had already begun in Europe, the Soviet Union
moved lorward carefully, and its occupation of the Ballic Republics
was conducted in several stages. Baltic diplomacy was not up to deal-
ing with this almost hopeless situation. The foreign policy of lhe three
nations began to be dominated by an element ol inevitability and a
movement along the 'horizontal line" to the East. The most surprising
actions were taken by the Estonians, who reoriented themselves with
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unexpected speed and demonstrated their willingness to go along with
the llow and attach themselves to the strongest force. The Estonian
historian l. Magnus has written that in September 1939, J. Laidoner
and K. Selter did not want any more contacls with Latvia and Lithuania
and were prepared to become a protectorate of the USSR, ready to
sign an agreement on military bases and with no thought of opposi-
tion'5. Apparently the disappealance of lhe "German lactor" (the
Estonian government was aware ol the secret talks between the
Soviet Union and Germany) restored the "slave syndrome' in Estonia's
politicians and reestablished thd "czarist otficers complex" in lhe
nation's military leadership. Latvia's leading circles were similarly
alraid ol the Soviels and were also ready to capitulate.

ln September and October 1939, the USSR forced the Baltic
Republics to sign mutual assistance agreements which liquidated any
loreign policy neulrality held by the three counlries and whibh began
the process of their destruction by permitting the entry of the Soviet
armed lorces into Latvia, Eslonia and Lithuania. Moscow's sharneless
actions, crude pressure and bald threats were counlered by each
Baltic Republic separately. The Baltic Entente's tolal helplessness
and inability to lunction during a serious crisis were revealed again.
There were objective lactors at the base ol this helplessness.
lnternational politics at that time was clearly dominated by nothing
more than brute force. A small country had trouble offering any effec-
tive assistance lo another small and weak counlry..

ln the lall ol 1939 and the spring of 1940, the ne@ssary pre-requi-
sites for Soviet aggression in the Baltic Bepublics were in place, and
the Soviets were just waiting lor the right moment lo implement the
occupatiotr. At this time, however, an apparenl 'renaissance" ol the
Baltic Entente emerged. The alliance had rid itself of Lithuania's 'spe-
cific problems"f , and the new loreign minister of Estonia was A Piip, a
man who was a supporter of Baltic cooperation and who had co-
authored the 1923 agreement between LaUia and Estonia. Tallinn
called lor a new conference of Baltic Entente loreign ministers'7.
A conlerence was held in December 1939, but neither it, nor another
conference held in March 1940 adopted any significant decisions. The
meetings had no particular political importance.
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Vll. Factors Which Caused the Disintegration of,the Baltic
Entente

There are several definite pre:requisites to the establishment of a
strong and effective union among two or more nations" The prominent
Czechoslovakian politigian E. Bene6 was right on the money when he
said that nations can cooperate closely only if they leel threatened by
a single entityr. The Baltic Republics never had a unified conception of
their greatest threat or their main enemy. ln Latvia, lor example, politi-
cal leaders in the 1930s believed that the nation's independence
would sooner or later be threatened by expansionism lrom Germany
or the USSR. There were certain differences of opinion among them,
but these focused largely on the question of which of the two major
powers was a greater threat to Latvia. Understandably then, this issue

- 'whether Latvia's 'eneriry number one' is Germany or the Soviet
Union' (this formulation was by diplomat A. Stegmanis), - took center
stage at the second conference of Latvian ambassadors. The full
range of opinions was ollered in this forum (the Latvian ambassador in
Berlin, E. Krievip5, lelt that Germany posed the most significant threat
to Latvia, while the ambassador in Moscow, A. Bilmanis, proposed the
USSR as lenemy number one')'. ln the end, however, the ambas-
sadors took a decision which had specific elemenls ol compromise. E.
Krievi4S has written in his memoirs that.in the end we agreed lhat we
had two enemies number one"a. The Latvian population at large, until
1939, considered Germany to be the major enemy.

Documentation from the Latvian Foreign Ministry of the time also
reveals materials which speak to the reasons Latuia felt threalened by
Germany and the Soviet Union. This was clearly evidenced in an
important report from the Latvian ambassador lo Germany,
H. Celmi45, to Prime Minister K. Ulmanis on 2g March 1936. The doc-
ument llatly stated that the USSR (Russia) and Germany were the
only enemies of Latvia which could, ih the near or long term, threaten
the independence ol Latvia: "Soviet Russia because ol its ideas of
world revolution, and because of Latvia's ports and rail lines; Germany
because of its territorial ambitions to the East and because il considers
the Baltic Republics as a front-line for berman culture in the East; and
Russia and Germany together threaten Latvia because Latvia might
become the bailleground for their 'final battle'"..

Unlike Latvia, Estonia took a more unequivocal stand in the mat-
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ter of delining its enemy. The leading politicians in Tallinn did not

doubt that the only nation threatening Estonian independence then

and in lhe future was the USSR. They did not leel that there was par-

ticularly significant danger coming lrom Germany. The Latvian
ambassador to Tallinn, R. Liepi4S, speaking at the second ambas-

sad6rial conlerence in the summer of 1935 stated: 'Estonia considers

Russia to be its lilst and major enemy. Russia's attempts to draw

closer to the Baltic Republics are seen,as opportunism. Danger lrom

Germany is more distant lor Estonia' One might say that the danger is

al75o/o lor Lithuania, 50% for Lalvia,25/" for Estonia and non-exislent

lor Finland'o. lt is important to note that this evaluation was not iusl
academic in nalure. Taken together with other considerations, it could

Poland and, to a lesser extent, Germany, but it viewed the USSR as a

lriend and ally. These differenc6s in assessing external threats weak-

ened the Baltic Entente, but they could not be avoided. Each ol the

three Baltic Republics truly was in a dillerent situation: Poland, lor
example, threatened Lithuania but not Latvia or Estonia. Soviet Union,

in turn, was the major enemy ol Latvia and Estonia but, while Poland

existed, could not doubt the independence of Lithuania. Where

Germany is concerned, until the late 1930s it was nol a serious military

lactor in Europe and posed no real threat to any of the Baltic
Republics. At the end of the 1930s, however, it was Lithuania which

leltthe German threats most actively because of the KlaipEda matter'

The Baltic Entente did not become a military union, and so it did
s member nations' None

ff, i:'"JY=:ffI""""1:
m one major countrY bY

appeal ther major counlry. Lithuania, for

examp something closely approaching a

formal 938. Estonia had no formal agree-

ments but still hoped lor Berlin's military

assistance against the USSR. Latvia, too, concluded in 1935 that it

should sign a mutual assistance agreement with Moscow, but this did

not happen because ol disinterest on the part of the Soviets.
Beginning in 1938, the dominant view in Latvia was that alliances with
major powers were inadvisable during times ol peace because "... lhen
one can quickly lose one's freedom of action"O

The Baltic Entente was also weakened by the lact that it had no
economic loundation. All three republics had lairly similar economic
structures, and they were more competitors than partners in matters ol
loreign trade. The director of the trade department at the Estonian
Foreign Ministry, G. Meri, spoke to a meeting of businessmen on
3 May 1940 and emphasized that before September 1939, trade
among the three Baltic Republics had been insignificant, and their eco-
nomic structures had been independent one from the othef . lt was
not until lhe eve of the 1940 occupation lhat economic cooperation
among the Baltic Republics enjoyed a delayed period of intensifica-
tionro . Throughout the 1930s, the possibilities ol establishing common
economic policies were not utilized.

Another factor which helped to disintegrate the Baltic Entente was
the fact lhat Latvians, Estonians and Lithuanians had different mentali-
ties. The three Baltic Republics did not have a common history or a
common destiny, and so they could not establish any leeling of unity.
The Baltic union was not a matter of the heart lor the Baltic people,
because they were fairly estranged lrom one another'r. Only after the
catastrophe of 1940 did the phrase the common Baltic destiny" come
into circulation, and it was used retroactively to describe earlier phases
in Baltic history. The Balts themselves, however, never really lelt any
com mon historical identityr,.

The Estonian leader K. Pets met with Latvian ambassador
E. Krievi4S on 3 February 1936 and remarked that the characters and
lemperaments of the Latvian and Estonian people were loo
divergentl3. These historical differences were heightened even more

People', which denigrated the Finnish tribes as "barbaric, undeveloped
cannibals" who (and this included the Estonians) were to blame for the
lact that the Balts could not creale a Vorld empire which would rule in
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the place ol Russia".. These types ol comments had direct political

consequences. J. Lapi4S' article was received with understandable

dlsgust in Estonia, and this led to a wider gulf in Estonian-Latvian rela-

tionsl6.
Another element which heightened the lack of unity caused by the

Baltic the Per-

sonal Political
and m on poli-

tics is akes on

a larger significance and can sometimes become critically important.

On April 2, 1994, shortly alter the coup by K. Pets, V. Munters
remarked that K. Pets did not trust K. Ulmanis'7. This mistrust evolved

over lhe years to become lirst dislike and then contempt which K' Pets

did not bother to conceal. The most negative fallout lor Latvian-

Estonian relations, however, was caused by the almost grotesque

hatred of v. Munters which was held by sevetal Estonian political and

military leaders. K. Ulmanis met with the general secretary of the

Latvian Foreign Ministry on 15 April 1936 and remarked that the

Estonian military attache in Latvia, V. Saarsen, would happily see

V. Muntels hang". The next day the LaNian Cabinet ol Ministers con-

sidered V. Munters' nomination to become foreign minister, and

K. Ulmanis announced that J. Seljamaa had stated that as long as

V. Munters was at the head of LaNian loreign policy "there will be no

fiiendship'io. The hatred ol V. Munters only increased during the tirne

of Sellamaa's suc@ssors, F' Akel and K. Selter.
This raises the question ol why V. Munters was allowed to stay on

in the position when it was clear that he was hampering the develop-

ment of relations between Estonia and Lithuania. There was no short-

age of candidates for the Foreign Ministry in the mid-1930s'
Ambassadors M. Valters, E. Krievi4S and V' SUmans, as well as

Transportation Minister B. Einbergs2o would all have been more

acceptable to Estonia. But K. Ulmanis' sympathies lay with

V. Munters.
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Latvija': - kada E bija. Riga: Avots (1 987), p. 1 63.

3 Krievi45, E. Viqds diends. Melbourne: Austdlijas Latvietis (1966), p' 163'

4 tbid.
5 LVVA.-2574.1.-3.apr.-306 3.1.-p.27 S.
6 lbid.-3079.1.-p. 149.
7 lbid.-257 5.1.- 1 5.apr.-83.1.-p. 34 1 .

8 Ceturtais gads. Riga: Leta (1938), p. 359.
9 LVV A.-257 4.1.-3.apr.-287 1 .t.-p. Z.
10 Gore, 1., Stranga, A. Latvija: neatkaribas mijkrEslis. Okupdcija.
Riga: lzgl-rtiba (1992), pp. 94-95.
11 Rebas, H. "Baltic Regionalism?" Journal of Baltic Studies, No. 2,
1988, pp.101-104.
12 Pistohlkors, G. von. 'Regionalism as a concept of Baltic historiog-
raphy". Journal of Baltic Studies, No. 2, 1997, pp. 126-127.
1 3 LVVA.-2575.f.-8.apr.-40.t.-p. 209.
14 HirSs, H. 'MEs ejam stdvus gaisd'. Gramata, No. 2, 1992, p. 59.
15 Sdjdjs, No. 1,1936, pp.26-27.
1 6 LVV A.-2575.f .-8.apr.-40.1.-p. 4 1 .

1 7 lbid.-2630.f.-1.apr.-5.1.-p. 1 15.
18 lbi{.-10.1.-p. 50.
19 lbid., p. 52.
20 lbid., pp. 15 and 50.
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Conclusion

There is a particular myth which the Balts have tried to maintain

since 1940. lt is that right belore the Baltic Entente collapsed in late

1939 and early 1940, the three member states tried to cooperale more

closely, draw nearer to one another, elc.l ls there any basis for this

allegation? On the surface, it may have appeared to the casual
observer that there was, indeed, a brief period of closer integration

belore the alliance's death, but no such conclusion can be drawn after

a more serious analysis. The last conference of the Entente, lrom
14 to 16 March 1940, was, indeed, clogged with a large number ol
matlers, including the upcoming 'Baltic Week' in Tallinn in June, the
'Baltic People's Friendship Congress', et al.' . But the conferences of

firefighters and pharmacists which were planned for "Baltic WeeK had

no significance in terms ol the Baltic Entente as a political lormation.

The lirelighters might just as well have sought lriendship with their
German colleagues. From the perspective of the alliance, there were

only two important matlers. One was a proposal by Lithuania to har-

monize the 12 September 1934 agreement with 'new circumslances"

- i.e., to finally sign a trilateral military conventionr . Latvia and

Estonia did not want to do this. Such a convention was not really pos-

sible at a time when the three Baltic Republics were essenlially protec-

torales of the USSR. lf this step had not been possible in 1934' then it

certainly was not possible in 1940. The second issue was the Vilnius

matter. At the 1Oth conference of foreign ministers Lithuania asked

that Latvia and Estonia recognize the attachment ol Vilnius to
Lithuanian territory. Both countries resisted this recognition on
grounds that Lithuania's acceptance ol Vilnius lrom the USSR was not

in keeping with the country's stated policy of neutrality, nor was il law-

ful. At the 11th conference, loo, this mailer was not resolved to
Lithuania's satisfactionl . Officially, Latvia and Estonia never did rec-

ognize Vilnius' having been joined to Lithuania.
Other matters at the 1Oth conference were completely insignili-

cant and were all issues which did not require a Baltic Entente but

could have been resolved at the level of bilateral diplomatic contacts.
Preparalions for the occupation ol the Baliic Republics demon-

strated that there was no Baltic Entente. ln June 1940, each of the

three republics hoped to escape this fate on its own, with no consider-

ation tor its neighbors. ln May 1940, the USSR initiated the

occupation with Lithuania, staging several small incidents (.kidnap-
ping'of Soviet soldiers by Lilhuania). On 25 May, V. Molotov crudely
accused Lithuania's ambassador in Moscow, L. Natkus-Natkevidius of
Lithuanian "provocations" against the USSR. On 28 l/,ay, pravda
published an attack against Estonia lor its sympathies toward England.
The Soviet strategy was quite simple, and it cannot be called particu-
larly devious. When pressure was implemented against Lithuania and
Estonia, Latvia was left alone. Even more, on 'l June, the Latvian war
minister, Gen. K. Ber(is, went on a surprisingly long visit to Moscow.
This demonstrates not so much Soviet strategy than the position of the
Balts lhemselves. First of all, any complaint by the Soviets led to an
immediate readiness to fullill all ol the Soviet wishes, even ones which
had not yet been stated. On 30 May, Estonia's ambassador in
Kaunas, J. Lattik (K. Pets' son in law) returned to Lithuania from a trip
to Tallinn and informed the Lalvian ambassador, L. S6ja, that after the
Pravda article, K. Pets was thinking about sacking Foreign Minister
A. Piip, who had the reputation ol an anglophile and who might be
ulacceptable to the Russians5.

On 5 June, the Russians presented Latvia wilh an urgent demand
lo admit 300 so-called "free-workers'lor jobs at Soviet bases. Latvia
immediately agreed to issue 384 visas at no charge'. There is serious
reason to believe that the "free workers" were actually charges ol the
NKVD and their purpose was to create mass disturbances in Latvia in
advance of the Red Army's entering the country. On 9 June in
Moscow, V. Molotov complained to the Lithuanian prime minister
about Baltic cooperation which could be turned against the USSR. But
at the Riga airport on 12 June, on his way home from Moscow,
A. Merkys informed V. Munters that Molotov 'did not concretely
demand an end to Baltic cooperation, though that could be under-
stood"7. Merkys was immediately ready to 'understand' something
which had not been stated. ln his discussion with V. Munters he
announced that he would not attend 'Baltic Week" in Tallinn (!). One is
left with the impression that the Soviet Union was convinced that the
Baltic Republics would not oppose the invasion, so there was no need
for any especially brutal sleps against them prior to I5 June. L. S6ja
filed a significant report on 11 June, noting that Soviet complaints
against Lithuania were quite petty: the disappearance ol a few Red
Army conscripts, the arrest of some girlfriends of Russian soldiers, etc.
L. SEja concluded that Russia would lose nothing by staging a larger
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provocation, even at the cost of some ol its soldiers' livess. ll this did

not actually happen, then it is possibly because the Bussians did not

see any need to trouble themselves with any larget incident.

Secondly, Soviet pressure on Lithuania in May and June did not

create any sympathies in Estonia and Latvia. Even more, the pres-

sure crealed the surprising conviclion in Tallinn and Riga that
Lithuania's fate would not be visited on them. June 1940 clearly illus-

trated the uselessness of the Baltic Entente. When the deputy com-

missar of the Soviet Defense Ministry, A. Loklionov, arrived in Riga on

11 June, Munters had what he later termed 'friendly discussions' with

him. Loktionov easily created the impression that Lithuania was guilty

ol kidnapping Soviet soldiers but that the Soviet Union had no com-
plaint against Latvia or Estonia. Munters invited A. Loktionov to visit

Latvia again in July and make a closer inspection of 'our country"n.

The appeasement of the Soviet Union took on grotesque aspects.

June 'l 940 demonslrated how distant from one anolher were the three

anti-democratic regimes of the Baltic Republics.
From 15 to 17 June, the USSR occupied the Baltic Republics.

Even then, the Balts permitted several serious errors:
1) None of the three anti-democratic regimes established govern-

ments in exile abroad which would have permitted lor the juridical con-

tinuity ol the Baltic Bepublics. This demonstrated the limitations of the

Pets, Ulmanis and Smetona regimes which could not rise above the

interests of their own narrow cliques.
2) None ol the Baltic governments submitted so much as a formal

protest to the Soviet Union, to say nothing ol any kind of symbolic
resistance. Pets and Ulmanis did not even leave their countries in the

hope that they could come to an agreement with the Soviet emis-

saries, A. Vi5inskij and A. Zdanov. Only A. Smetona fled Lithuania,

and this can be seen as a spontaneous form of protest.

3) Actions taken by K. Ulmanis and K. Pets in June and July ol

1940 made the implementation and protection of Soviet occupation
policies easier. Both former dictators formally approved of the estab-

lishment ol 'people's governments". Even today this approval compli-

cates the Baltic fight for international recognition of the fact that the

Baltic Republics were occupied in 1940.

4) The anti-democratic regimes in the Baltic Republics facilitated the

implementation ol the Soviet Union's hegemonistic policies, because

the regimes were unpopular among broad swathes of the Baltic

populations, especially among ethnic minorities. The Soviet Union
took advantage of this fact. The experience of the Baltic dictatorships
suggests that it was precisely the anti-democratic regimes which
turned Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania into weak states which were far
less ambitious and far less protected against exlernal aggression than
were democratic countries.

1 This idea is contained in virtually every example ol Baltic (and not
only Baltic) literature about the lheme. See, for example, Misiunas,
R.1., Taagapera R. The Ballic States: Years of Dependence 1940-
'1980. Los Angeles: University of California Press (1983), p. 17. Also
Andersons, E., Latvijas v6sture. Arpolitika..., p.372.
2 For more about this conference, see Gore, 1., Stranga, A. 'Latvija:
neatkaribas mijkrEslis. Okupdcija. 1939. gada septembris-1940. gada
jUlijs"..., pp. 86-89.
3 LVV A.-1 47 4.f .-2.apr.-81 .1.-p. 3.
4 lbid., p. 4.
5 lbid-257 4.1 -3.apr.-3291.1.-p. 1 1 .

6 lbid.-2570.1.-3.aV.-1 254.1.-p. 40.
7 V. Munters liled a report on his discussion with A. Mer(is on 12 June
1940, from 1 | :40 to 12.50. LVVA .-2575.1.-14.apr.-5.1.-pp. 566-567"
8 LVV A.-257 4.f .-3.apr.-329 1 .1.-p. 637.
9 lbid.-331 1.|.-pp. 6, 13.
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